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Abstract
The Need for Infonutioa TKhDoIocr (IT) ill tile BN (Collaborative) Propm
ia NewlCHIadIaH ud l.abrador as Pauived by Nuse Ed.caton and Stadeatl
A descriptive c:orrdatiooal study was tondueted to (I) to measure and exploce the
relationship between two variables, nuning student's level ofpercc:ived need for IT in
their undergraduate nursing program and the nursing undergraduate faculty's and
admimsIratio.', Iewl oCpo=Md need for IT mthe BN (CoIIaborotive) Prognm; (2) to
ascertain quantitativdy and compare the views of faculty and administration and students
in the ON (CoUabomive) Program in Newfoundland and Labrador on the role oflT and
bcahh care, OlJI'Sing prutice and IIJtSing education; (3) to measure the IT learning needs
offaculty and administration; (4) to measure the IT leamiog Deeds ofstudem:'s Ieaming
ncC:ds by f4cu1ty. administrotion and students.
FaaJ.Ity and administration (n-I7) and second year students (0-122) at the three
sites of the BN (CoUaborative) Program in Newfoundland and Labrador comprised the
sample. The study utiliJ:ed two researcber~opedsurveys. High intemal consistency
was demonstnl.ted for both surveys. Descriptive statistics were used for data analysis.
FmdiDgs indicated that both fac.dty and administration and students have a high
level ofpm:eived need for information technology in the BN (Col.1aborative) Program.
Data indicated the positive views ofboth faculty and administration and students towards
the role of information technology aDd health care. nursing practice and nursing education.
Fmdings revealed the information technology 1l!:U11i.Pg needs ofboth W:utty and
adoUistratioo aDd students.
The mody~ data tIw ;nd;caud both boulty and~ and student
desire for knowledge aad skill in the use of IT. This iDformatioo may be used by the ON
(Col.laboraJjt.oe) Program in Ncwfound1aDd aDd Labrador to guide the implement.atioo of
infonnatioo technology in the program to ensure the needs ofboth faculty and
administration and students are met.
More research is needed on the identification of faculty's and administration's Uld
student's IT learning needs in undergraduate programs that would guide curriculum
changes, on the effects ofimplementiPg information technology on the student's
awketability for employment upon graduation and on the demand for student admission
to the program. R.esearcb.1S needed on the effects ofusing informa!ioo technology
applications as a teaching method 00 student learning and to validate the effects ofusing
information tochnology applications on patient outcomes., IlLU'SCS productivity and cost
effectivm=
Key Words: information systems, information techoology. nursing informatics and
undergnduate wrsing program.
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Introduction
Information technology (IT) refers to both software and computers used to
manage and process information (Graves & Corcoran. 1989). It includes the use of
software and computer technology for a variety ofactivities such as word processing.
literature searches., Internet and world wide web access for information, e-mail, computer
assisted instruction (CAI.) sucb as tutorials., simulations. drill and practice activity and
the use ofinformation systems.
Ball. Douglas and Newbold (1995) suggested that the tenn informatics includes
"all aspects of the computer milieu., from the theoretical to 1M applied. It covers learning
how to use the new tools and building upon the capabilities provided by computers and
other information tec!mologies" (cited in Ball, Hannah. Newbold & Do~gIas (Eds.). 1995,
p. 7). A more specific term, nursing informatics was defined by Graves and Corcoran
(1'989) as "a combination ofcomputer science, information science and nursing science
designed to assist in the management and processing ofrwrsing data, information and
knowledge to support the practice of nursing and the delivery ofnursil'lg care" (p. 227).
The American Nw-ses Association (AN.A.) recogniz.cd nursing informatics as a specialty
in 1991. By 1994, the A.N.A. defined nursing informatics as the "specia.ltytbat integrated
nursing science, computer science and information science in identifying, collecting,
processing; and managing data and information to support nursing pnacticc, administration,
education, research and the expansion of nursing knowledge".
Nursing bas been a practice-based profession that relies on up to date information,
accessibility and quick retrieval ofcurrent nursing knowledge and research. The
proliferation ofIT in health care bas challenged nurses in all areas of practice ranging from
patient care to education and research. Wrth relatively recent: advancements in tcchnology
the base ofknowledge lias widened in this field and nursing undergraduate programs in
Canada have been adjusted to provide students wtth the tcchnological skill that were
believed to be required in the practice of musing.
The increasing use ofcomputers in health care had a number of implications for
nursing education. According to Grobe (1988) "Nursing's professional destiny is
dependent upon how well professional nurses are prepared for nursing practice and doing
research by using computer technology for information - handling tasks and bow
adequately nursing researchers capitalize on using the technology and techniques to define
the body of nursing knOWledge" (cited in McGonigle and Egge~ 1991, p. 184).
Sibbald (1998) reviewed the use ofCanadian nursing informatics and indicated that
even ifnurses were motivated to learn about informatics, there were too few
undergraduate courses or continuing education opportunities available to nurses. Hannah
(1998) stated that informatics "should be the root ofcurricula across Canada" (cited in
Sibbald, 1998, p. 30). Romano, Damrosch. Heller and Parks (1989) stated, "general
guidelines for computer education suggest that undergraduate students should be prepared
with the knowledge, skills and values necessary for the roles as lJSefS ofinformation
technology" (p. 22). Henry (1995) stated "the improvements in information technology
and changes in health care policy have shifted the emphasis from single purpose systems to
integrated communication networks with a variety of tooIs for knowledge workers" (p.
1189). A study at McMaster's University by Van Dover and Boblin (1991), entitled
"Studem: Nurses Computet Experience and Preferences for Learning" found that nursing
students ages 20-50 wouJd like more knowledge and skills to prepare them for careen in
our increasingly computerized health care environment. The ability of nurses to use
computers had generally opened the gates to the information highway.
B'dwyund Bad BaMaale
The Canadian Nurses Association (C.NA) is the national governing body of the
nursing profession in Canada. Nursing in Canada has been defined by the National
Nursing Competency Project as"a self-regulated profession, accountable to the public
within the legislative context of provincial or territorial law'" (p. 1). The Associatioo of
Registered Nurses ofNewfoundland (ARNN) has been responsible for the advancement of
safe, quality and competent nursing care for all in the province ofNewfouodland and
Labrador. The document, "The Standards and Criteria ofProfessional Competencies for
Beginning Practitioners ofNursing, 1991'" produced by the ARNN, identifies
competencies that must be included in nursing school curricula in the province of
Newfoundland and Labrador (see Appendix A). IT has not been reflected in these
competencies.
The inclusion ofinfonnation technology in undergraduate nursing programs has
varied with each program in Canada. For example, the integration ofinformatioo
technology into the curriculum is evident in British Columbia's Collaborative Nursing
Program. It bas provided stUdents with both hands-on experiences and tbeordical
knowledge of IT. In Alberta, the Athabasca University Center for Nursing and Health
Studies delivered an undergraduate-level course in nuning informatics and a graduate
course in nursing informatics in the planning stage. At the commencement of this study,
St. Francis Xavier University in Nova Scotia had a five week summer certificate program
in nursing informatics.
As the above indicates. a review ofoursing programs aaoss Canada revealed tbat
there is only litde integration of IT into curriculums in undergraduate nursing programs in
Canada and the BN (Collaborative) Program in Newfoundland and Labrador was no
exception. The general disposition was described by Sibbald (1998) as "there needs to be
a political will to recognize the. importance ofinformatics, integrate it into curricula and
initiate courses" (p. 30).
As at the date ofthis study, no research had been reponed in Newfoundtand and
Labrador on the need for information technology in the BN (Collaborative) Program a.;
perceived by nurse educators and students.
Motivational impetus for this study was three-fold: (I) The lack ofdocumented
evidence in describing the integration of IT, ifany, in the present collaborative curricula;
(2) The changing trends in nursing practice. nursing education and health care towards IT,
with emphasis on quicker access to infonnation and the expected delivery ofexcellence in
ID.lt'Sing education and patient care; (3) The general lack of basic IT sIciIls by DUne
educaJ:ors aDd raJning students observed by this researcber.
A major respoasibiIity ofnurse educuors bas been to ensure the total prepantion
ofSlUdc:nts for the nursing profession. It has bcc:n presumed thai. nurses who are
knowfedgeable and skilled in IT will likely be more competitive aDd marketable for job
placemeots in the IIl.Jning field. An important componeatof~ educarioo, tberefore.,
bas been accessing aDd keeping up to date on important information and oorses as a group
need to become more conversant with IT knowledge and skiU that can provide them with
this information.
With incomplete information to dcsaibe the nature ofinformation technology in
nursing educarion d: was uncertain to what degree graduates were adequately prepared to
adjust to the increasing presence ofinformation teclmology in the profession. The BN
(Col1aborative) Pn>gmn mNewfoundland and Labrador dKl not deliberately iodude
information technology in iu eurriadwn. Although treDd.s in oorsiog and beahh care
indicated that there was • need for undc:rgradua1e nursing programs to ioclude instruction
in the use of IT, the BN (Col1alKntive) Progn.m in Newfoundland and Labrador did not
do so in a deliberate manner. Moreover, faculty's and administration's and students'
perceived need for the inclusion ofinfonnation technology in the BN (Collaborative)
Program was not known. Lastly. there was incomplete information available to describe
faculty, administration and student views on the role ofinfonnation technology and health
care, nursing practice and nursing education in genenl in Newfoundland and Labrador.
The need as perceived by faculty, administration and students for inclusion oflT in
the BN (CoUaborative) Progrun in Newfoundland and Labrador has DOt been measured.
The purpose of this study was tlw four-fold: (I) to explore the relationship bctwccn two
variables, JlUrSing stUdent's level ofperceived need for information technology in their
undergraduate nursing progrun and the nursing undergraduate filcuIty's and
administration's level ofperceived need for information technology in the BN
(Collaborative) Program; (2) to ascertain quantitatively and compare the views offacuity
and administration and students ofthe BN (Collaborative) Program in Newfoundland and
Labrador on the role ofinfonnation technology and health care, nursing practice and
nursing education; (3) to measure the faculty's and administration's learning needs for
applications ofinformation technology; (4) to measure the student's learning needs for
applications of infonnation technology by faculty, administration and students.
Results of the study provides nurse educatoB in the Province ofNewfoundland
and Labrador with data regarding the need for information technology as perceived by
students and faculty and administration. Results also provides data to further describe the
learning needs of faculty, administration and students and as such can be useful to those
who develop curricula and guide the development and implementation ofprofessional
development sessions for the nwsing profession.
~
There wen: sevenllimitations in this study. The use ofa survey to coUec:t data is
Umiting. The mDncy .fthe ON (CoIlabo......j Program mNewfoundland aod r..bndo<
b8d a limiting efff:Cl on both the student., faculty and adminiscntioo sampie. The most
senior studatts for this raearch study were second year studcuts who bad limited
exposure to information technology applicarioo experiences in the dinical setting. The
faculty and administration sample was limited to those who bad raugbt in the program
which. at the time ofdata coUection, was only ODe year oftbe BN (Collaborative)
Program. The access to panicipants woo had adequate experience and knowledge of
information technology may have been a limiting factor. The possible lack ofexperience
and knowledge of information technology and its application to nursing and health may
have limited the final RSUlts ofthis study. The restricted characteristics or bomogeneity of
the sample, faculty, administration and students, from the three sites oftbe BN
(CoUaborative) Program in Newfoundland aDd Labrmor. can be viewed as limiting the
generaliz;ability of the findings to another population.
Participants. knowing that information technology is genenJ]y accepted as
essential to nuning and health care, may have been compelled to answer the questions
because they may have perceived that they would be judged favorably by their peers and
the researcher. Shaughnessy and Zcchmeister(l990) refer to this as "social desirability"
(po 1(6). This response may limit the findings of this study.
WilliDgoess of sample to agree to participate has influenced the amount and type of
data coUectcd and, therefore, limit the study findings. The lack: ofcomparison studies
posed problems. Differences in variables and methodologies prelude comparing the
results of this study with other findings. Without these comparisons., it was difficult to
make firm conclusions.
The evolutionary process and the dynamics ofchange ofinformation technology
within heaItb care often cause studies to become outdated and irrelevant very quickly.
This process may bave also played a role in limiting the findings of this study.
~
For the purpose of this research study. the foUowing terms were applied:
Information Systems - Are the primary source of information technology
and are usuaUy named to indicate the discipline or function they suppan.
For example, hospital information systems support hospital functioning and
manage accounting information. (Graves & Corcoran, 1989).
Information Technology (IT) - Refers to those systems (program plus
computers) used to manage and process information. (Graves &. Corcoran,
1989). It includes the use ofsoftware and computer technology
specifically the use of computers for word processing, literature searches,
Internet, and World Web access for information, e-mail, and computer
assisted instruction (tutorial, simulation, and drill and practice) and the use
of information systems.
Nuning EpformatS·"A combinatioo ofcomputer scic:oce. information
sciax:e aDd nursing science designed to assist in the management sod
processing ofnutSing data. information and kDowk:dge to support the
pnctice ofrursing and the deIivay ofouning e:ate" (Graves &: Con::oran.
1989, p. 227).
UpdmrJrlUlte Nursjns Program • A four year university based program in
which the graduate is awarded a bacbdor of nuning or baet!elor of5CiaK:e
degree in nursing. This is the minimum requirement for entry to practice
for nurses in Canada by the year 2000.
~
This chapter introduced the view that would suggest that a study is needed to
review information tedmology that bas been included in undergmfuate tI.USing curricula.
A briefoverview of the existence of IT in some unde:rgaduate programs in Canada bas
dc:moostral:ed little deliberate inclusion is evident. in undergraduate programs. As well, •
lack ofllW'"SiDg research 00 the measurement offilculty's, administration's and students'
need for IT in their undergraduaze programs. It was concluded that there was a need for
research (I) to measure and explore the relatiooship between two variables, nuning
student's level. ofperceived need for IT in their unde:rgaduate marsing program and the
nuning undergraduate faculty's and administration's level of perceived need for IT in the
BN (Collaborative) Progmn; (2) to ascertain quantitatively and compare the views of
faculty and administration and students in the BN (Collaborative) Program in
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Newfoundland and Labrador on the role oflT and health care, nursing practice and
nursing education; (3) to measure the IT learning needs offaculty. administration and
students. It was believed that through such research undergraduate nursing programs
would acquire more useful data to assist faculty and administration plan for inclusion of
information technology programs. The rationale and purpose for the study has also been
identified. Chapter n will review relevant literature to further describe the role oflT in
the profession ofowsing and nursing education.
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Chaplern
Literature~iew
The literature review was focused 00 four main areas: the attitudes of I111neS
towards computer technology; the role of information technology in nursing education;
applications ofinformation technology in I1Uf1ing education and applications of
information technology to nuning practice.
Attitudes o(Nunes Tow'rd! Computer TKbDolocy
Thomas (1988) stated, "the promotion of positive attitudes towards computers is
essential ifnurses are to use computers in optimum ways in both educational and practice
settings" (p. 122). Research on nurses' attitudes and variables that may affect nurses'
attitudes towards computer technology has spanned the last 30 years. Variables that may
have an effect on nurses' attitudes towards"computer technology such as age, educational
preparation. computer use experience, area ofwork and length of nuesing experience have
been studied. However, overall results have been inconclusive.
Studies by Friel. Reznikoff and Rozenbetg (1969) and Krampf and Robinson
(1984) indicated that age affected the attitude of nurses towards computerization. The
younger the nurses, the more positive their attitude towards computer usc. However,
more recent studies have indicated that the age of nurses did Dot affect their attitude
towards computer use (BODgartz, 1988; Brodt & Stronge, 1986; Burkes, 1991; Scarpa,
Smeltzer & Jasion, 1992; Sultana, 1990). Many researcbers bave used the instrument.
Nurses Attitudes Towards Computerization (NATC) to measure oucscs' attitudes
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developed in 1985 by Strouge and Brodt (Bongartz. 1988; Brodt & Strooge, 1986;
McBride & Nagle. 1996; Scarpaet aI. 1m; Scbwirian, Malooe. Stone, Nunley&.
Francisco, 1989).
Although nunes' attitudes towards computers has become increasingly positive,
resistance to use and negative attitudes towards computers bas often been attrjbuted to
lack of knowledge ofcomputers, how they work, and bow nurses might use computers
today and in the future (Abbott, 1993). McBride and Nagle (l996) examined factors that
influenced nurse's and nursing student's attitudes towards computers. Fmdings inclicated
that both groups had a somewhat positive attitude towards computers. A study ofstaff
nurses by Simpson and Kenrick (1997), found that overall nurses bad a positive attitude
towards computer use. However. the percentage of nurses with positive attitudes was
only 54.3%. Ftndings .indicated that younger nW'SCS bad more positive attitudes towards
computers.
Studies on the effect ofeducational preparation on nurses' attitudes toward
computers has been inconclusive. Brodt and Stronge (1986) concluded that the higher the
educational preparation of nurses the more positive their attitude towards
computerization. They also found that nursing administrators had a higher educational
level which indicated a plausible rationale for their more positive attitudes towards
computers. More recent studies indicated that educational preparation did DOt correlate
with a mvorable attitude towards computers (Burkes, 1991; Simpson & Kenrick., 1997;
501'-1990).
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The results ofstudies on the relationship of the length ofnursing experience with a
positive attitude towards computer use has been inconsistent. Brodt and Stronge (1986)
noted that nurses with greater than 21 years ofnursing experience had more positive
attitudes towards computer use than nurses with less than 10 years of nursing experience.
Bonganz (J 988) measured the attitudes of staffnurses in groups ofusers and nonusers of
computers and found there was no correlation between the number ofyears worked in
nursing with the total attitude score (Scarpa, et aI., 1992; Sultana, 1990). Simpson and
Kenrick (1997) found that nurses with a shorter length of time as a trained nurse had a
more positive attitude towards computer use.
Some studies have indicated that area ofwork may influence the nurses attitude
towards computer use. Brodt and Stronge (1986) noted that more approving attitudes
were seen towards computers among nurses working in rehabilitation, pediatrics and in
nursing administration. They reported that these nurses had more positive attitudes
towards computer use than nurses working in medicaJ-surgicaJ areas. Simpson and
Kenrick (1997) study revealed that nurses who worked on the elderly care unit,
rehabilitation and medicine had more negative attitudes towards using computers.
However, other studies found that area ofwork did not affect the nurses' attitudes
towards computer use (Burkes, ·1991; Scarpa, et al. 1992; Sultana, 1990).
Brodt and Strange (1986) found that there was no relationship between the
attitude ofnurses towards computer use and the nurses amount of interaction with
computers (Sultana, 1990). Bongartz (1988) found that nurses in the computer nonuser
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group had more favorable attitudes towards computers (Burkes. 1991). Schwirian et aI.
(1989) compared the attitudes of nurses and nursing students towards computer use and
found that the greater the exposure to computers and familiarity with computess., the more
positive the attitude. Other. more r«ent studies have found that nurses with previous
computer experience bad an overall positive attitude towards computers (Scarpa, et aI.
1992; Simpson & Kenrick, 1997). Nurses' attitudes have been identified as a key variable
for successful implementation ofclinical information systems (Brodt &. Stronge, 1986).
Ngin, Simms and Erbin-Roesemann (1993) investigated the relationship between work
excitement and level ofself-perceived computer skills of nurses found that coatputer users
were more positive towards computer use than nonusers. McBride and Nagle (1996)
findings suggested there was no relationship between computer experience and nurses
attitude towards computer use.
Studies have questioned the validity ofStronge and Brodt's (1985) Nurses'
Attitudes Towards Computerization (NATC) instrument. The findings of the studies
indicated a lack ofsupport for the construct validity of the instrument (McBride &. Nagle,
1996; Murphy, Maynard & Morgan. 1994; Scarpa et a1. 1992; Schwirian etaL 1989;
Stockton &. Verhey, 1995). Murphy et aI. (1994) attributed the inconclusive results aCme
research on attitudes using the NATe (1985) instrument to the diversity ofnursing
populations that have been studied using the same instrwnent. Development of
instruments to measure attitudes ofnunes towards computers bas continued (Jayasuriya
& Caputi, 1996). As computers and technology become a growing part ofnursing and
IS
health caee., admitting a negative attitude might evoke an unsettling and uegative response
from others and may have contributed to the somewhat contradictory findings.
The studies on nurses' attitudes towards the use ofcomputers over the last 30
years have demonstrated contradictory findings. Research bas not provided results that
iPdicaled that variables such as age, educational preparation, years ofnursing experience
or clinical area of work influenced a positive or negative attitude by nurses towards the
use ofcomputers. The ubiquitous presence of IT in bealth care today may negate the need
for more research on nurses' attitudes towards computer use.
Use of IgformatNn Tubnolm in Nonie' Eduatioa
The extent ofinfonnation technology included in nursing undergraduate
curriculum in Canada is diflicult to examine because of lack ofdocumented research.
However, a search of international nursing literature related to information tcchnology and
nursing education revealed a number ofstudies on faculty and student perceptions and
needs related to IT in undergraduate nursing programs.
A study by Armstrong (1986) investigated the extent of present and future needs
ofcomputer competence for nurse educators teaching in basic and continuing nurse
education programs. The findings indicated the present competency needs of nursing
education curriculum which included how to use a computer as an instructional too~
knowledge ofcomputer technology, the role of nurses who interact with computer
technology, and use ofthe nursing process with charting and deveJoping nursing
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careplans. Armstrong (1986) indicated that the future ofaursing education should include
the use ofcomputers as • tool. COl'" use in instruction. research, aDd evaluation.
Delaney's (1989) desaiptive stUdy investigued the acceptance ofinformation
techDology by IU'Se educators aOO administrarion in 36 undergraduate programs aDd
fOUDd that faculty and administration knowledge ofcomputers is greater than they
pm:eive and that both groups have a positive attitude toward the use ofcomputers.
Chamber and Coates (1990) conducted a study in the United Kingdom to
determine the nature ofcomputer training that would be included in degree. non..<fegree
and post basic nursing programs. This study revealed that there was widespread interest
in computer training in nursing. Eighty percent of nurse educators in university nursing
programs and schools ofnursing fclt that the inclusion of IT in nursing curriculum was
vital. However, there wu also a great variation and much diversity ofcomputer tnining
... both WIiversities and schools ofnuning.
Bryson (1991) explored the perceptions of DlJJ'Se educators regarding the extent of
computer training in tuning education and results indicated that the majority of nurse
educators expected nursing students to have computer skills.. However. nursing students
were entering into degree programs ill prepared and only one-fifth ofnursing programs
had a mandatory computer course in their curriculum. Nurse educatDn believed that it
was essential for nurses to have knowledge ofcomputer technology and this knowledge
would provide greater oppomm.ities and advantages for those in the nursing profession
(HeUer, Romano, Damrosch & Parks, 1985; Todd. 1998). Andredi (1992) stated.
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"outdated curriculum models foalS 011 primary mJrSing but lack content in supervision and
cIdq!JlXx> on<! rom",,, Iiuncy" (p. 202). SU>dai<" on<! Gardner {I997) descriptive stUdy
examiDed the perceptions ofoorse educators on information tecboology issues in five
ooning coUeges in Northern Ireiand.. l'be$e DUne educators suggested the oeed for •
unified policy OD the use ofinform:.oon technology in auniog education. and reported that
regular information tecboology inservice mining pI'O\'ided a Ievd ofcomfort and
competence in the use ofcomputers and educators who received computer training
possessed a greater interest in using computers in the classroom.
Lewis, Watson and Newfield (1997) described the process for implementing
technology both at the undergraduate and graduate level. They reported that there was a
need to move quickly with this process, to keep pace with the changing information age.
Lawless (1993) stated "few would argue that incorporating computer instruction into
basic oorsing education is oocessaty to ensure that program grMuates are enabled to
furnish meaningful contributions to their nuning practice" (p. 264). Curt. Hoehn and
TbeiJe (l988) presented the process for the impIemerlution ofan upper division required
course., Computer Appljcarions in Nursing, and indicated that the course bel.ped to bridge
the saP between nursing and computer sc.ience and provided a basis for professional
nurses to articula.te their nursing needs to computer professionals.
The University of Maryland implemented the first graduate program in nursing
informatics in the fall of 1989 in response to an established need for master's level nurses
(Heller, Romano, Mon.y &; Gassert. 1989). McGonigle and Eggers (1991) developed a
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proposed certificate program to prepare nurses to effectively utilize computers and
information technology. Vanderbeek, Ulrich. Jaworski, Werner, Hergert, Beery and Baas
(1994) developed an education plan for educating nurses in informatics at an
undergraduate level. Graves. Amos. Heuther. Lange and Thompson (1995) described the
development ofa graduate program in clinical nursing informatics at the University of
Utah and stated "the need for comprehensive inclusion of information technology in
undergraduate curricula was necessary to prepare nurses for higher level learning in
specialty learning" (p. 61). Arnold (1996) conducted a survey to determine the
informatics educational needs of nurse educators, nurse managers and infonnatic nurses.
Findings indicated that overall findings indicated an interest in obtaining a graduate degree
ofcertificate in informatics. Saranta and Leino-Kilpj's (1997) studied the amount of
information technology that should be included in nursing curriculum. They supported the
teaching of information technology through an integrated approach with laboratory and
hospital settings and recommended an 80 hour course to be taught by a nurse educator
with an informatics specialty.
Research has indicated the positive views of nurse educators towards inclusion of
IT in curricula and the need for a unified policy on the use of IT in nursing education. The
aim offurther research should be to identify and evaluate information technology content
for inclusion in nursing undergraduate curricula and identification of IT learning needs of
nurse educators and students.
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Applicatiogs or Ia(HIIl!.tio! Tedlltolon ja N'njer Ed'S'tiu
NwSng is • practice-based profession thai: rdies on up to date information.
o=sSbiIity add qWck _eva! ofauTmt ,...;"g knowI<d8" add...-dL The following
provides a review ofspecific IT applications in nursing education that may improve oorse
educators and students access to information, enbaooe the tcacbing learning process and
facilitate intenction with coUeagues across the counuy.
Teaching clinical decision making in nursing education has been a cballeoging
endeavor. Lowdermilk and FIShel's (1991) experimental study evaluated Computer
Assisted Instruction (CAl.) simulations as a means to enhance computer literacy,
facilitate decision making and improve student achievement. Fmdings indicated that
students who used C.A.l. did not score significantly higher than those who used traditional
methods. they had positive attitudes related to C.A.1. siuwlatiODS and 6()O/o of students
who used C.Al. expressed an interest in future learning experiences using C.AL
simuIatioas (Wong. Wong Ii. Rid1ard, 1992).
C1aril:: (1991) evaluated the use ofinteractive videodisc instructioo (I.V.D.L) 11
504 NatiooaJ League ofNursing Baccalaureate programs. FUJdiDgs indicated tha! using
I.V.D.I. provided an efficient and effective teaching medium for students and enhancc:d the
ability ofthe oorsing student to independently make clinical nursing decisions. FUKlings
revealed that the major disadvantage was the cost ofthe I.V.D.l hardware and software.
Calderone (1994) studied the effect on learning and attitudes towards instruction that used
C.A.L, both with and without lV.OJ. Fllldings indicated that the effectiveness of
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computer instruction on learning and attitudes varied and that group instruction was more
efficient and usually with less loss ofcognitive achievement. Research findings have
revealed a generally positive attitude towards lV.D.l as an instructional strategy
(DeAmicis, 1991; Napbolz &. McCanse. 1994; Walker & Ross., 1995).
White (1995) described the development ofcomputer-based patient simulations
with the interactive video for nursing education. The findings indicated that the
technology was generally effective. However. it was anticipated that future interactive
video would be replaced with CD-ROM technology. A later study by Weis and Guyton-
Simmons (1998) discussed the development and implementation ofa computer simulation
with associate degree students. Students were found to be motivated to interpret data.
make independent decisions and develop a nursing action plan. Findings also revealed that
students who bad- increased clinical experience performed better on the test and students
with computer experience demonstrated less fiustration and anxiety. Williams and
Benedict (1990) studied the use oftaplop computers and CAl. in a nursing course. Their
findings indicated that students bad a positive attitude towards computer use and enjoyed
the time 8exibiIity that the instruction provided.
Schmidt, Arndt., Gaston and MiUer (1991) conducted an experimental study to
examine the effects of traditional teaching methods with those ofComputer Managed
Instruction (CM.I.). Their findings indicated that students did Dot have a preference for
one method and there was no statistical difference in final content achievement scores
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obtained from the experimental group and the control group (Halloran, 1995; Klassens,
1988; Lowdermilk & Fishel, 1991).
Computerized Clinical Simulation Testing (C.S.T.) has been used to facilitate and
evaluate the development of the students decision making. Bersky and Krawczak (1995)
discussed the developmental process and the future implementation of a nursing activity
database during a C.S.T. for nursing students writing the National Council Licensure
Examination (NCLE). This type ofcomputerized testing pennitted the student to carty
out a full range of nursing activities without the use of prompting cues. The system was
viewed as capable ofevaluating the presence of independent decision making in simulated
client situations. A later review by Bersky, Krawczak and Kumar (1998) of the C.S.T.
process attests to the benefits of the testing procedures when used on students as C.ST.
facilitated the development of student decision-making skills.
Several nursing studies and reviews have centered on other uses of information
technology in nursing education. Strength and Keen-Payne (1991) discussed the
implementation ofa computerized patient care system in a baccalaureate curriculum which
was designed for charting at the bedside. Students consistently rated the experience of
using bedside computers in the skills labs as helpful and interesting. Doorley, Renner and
Corron (1994) discussed the implementation of connecting the student computer lab to a
hospital information system in an undergraduate nursing program. Student benefits of
being connected to a hospital information system (H.I.S.) included improved skills for
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decision making, increucd exposure to the reality ofnursing and increased c:nthusiasm aod
moOvatK>o fur IeanDng.
Cragg's (1994) qualitative study evaluated the effect ofa univenity's nursing care
deliwn:d through computer mediated coofereucing (C.M.C.) on students. Studatts
reported feelings ofcomfort. sdf-adequacy. group cobesiveDcss aod a personal savings of
time. However, swdems expressed frustration with the lack ofavai1able technical support.
Bine, Castlebeny and PCIT)' (1996) evaluated the computer attitudes. knowledge..
and skills outcomes ofundergraduate nursing students who used laptop computer
tcchnology in an undergraduate nursing program. Findings indicated no statistical
significance between the user and nonuser computer attitudes. However, the use group
made significant improvements in acquisition ofcomputer skills and knowledge. Thomson
(1998) descnbed bow the use ofmultimedia tecbniques in the classroom can enhance
learning by essentially creating an exciting learning environmeot for the student.
The use ofcomputer technology in musing educatioo DOt only iocluded
instructiooal programs for students but also included programs to facilitate the tedious
task ofmaintaining students' records. Bingham (1997) described the development ofa
computer software program for a bacca1aureatc nursing program that used a university's
academic advisement database. It was reported that the time required for processing
applications had decreased from 16 hours to 2 bours. Users ofthis software program also
reported that it allowed easy and quick access to statistical and research base information.
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Using a computer network. bas become an cssc:ntiaJ skill that eosures nurse
educators are able to access the most aurent infonnatioo m:1link to other .ooniDs
coUeasues. Halstead, Hayes, Reising one! Billings (1995) described ... deYelopment one!
implementation ofa studeot.-based computer information oetwork to facilitaJ.e computer
confcrencing at two university ooning programs. Their fiDdings indicated that computer
coofereociog enhaDced collaborative learning and wmmunieatioo between fAculty and
students. Todd (1998) desaibed the benefits of including the use oCe-maii in an
undergraduate oursing course as increasing students' aitical thinking skills and enhancing
the learning process by connecting students and faculty. Findings indicated that the
majority of students were positive with their responses on the usc ofe-mail and
recommended that it be used as an integrated learning tool in future courses.
Bachman and PanzariD (1998) evaluated the impact ofimplemc:nting an Internet
based course for undergraduate nursing students. rmdings iodicated that the pilot group
had a higher number of bouts ofcomputer use, a higher level ofcomputer knowledge and
a more &vorable attitude towanb: computer we than the comparison group.
Studies on the effects ofusing C.AL on stUdent learning have been inconclusive.
Future research iJ needed to evaluate the effects ofusing C.AI. on student learning. k
the utilization of IT applications for teaching by nurse educators increases it may generate
more timely research studies on the effects ofusing CAl. on student learning and active
participation by nurse educators in the design and development orIT applications for
teacbiog.
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Applications ofJnformatiop Tuh.oIogy ia Nunia, Pnctite
Simpson (1997) stated. "the NEW HOSPITAL enterprise-supported by advanced
infonnation technology solutions - promises great advances in providing longiwdinal
patient caret' (p. 85). He went on to describe numerous applications ofinfonnation
technology that could enhance nursing pnactices in hospitals.
"Clinical infonnation systems are large computerized database management
systems used by clinicians to access a range ofpatient data to plan, implement, and
evaluate care. Other terms for CJ.S. include patient care infonnation systems, nursing
information systems, medical infonnation systems and patient care management systems"
(Axford & Carter, 1996,p. 156).
Although research has been conducted on the benefits ofusing C.I.S. in nursing.
findings have been inconclusive. Lewis, Carver and Roberts (1m) studied the effect of
implementing a computerized clinical system in a hospital and found that patient care was
more effective and documentation was more complete. Minda and Brundage (1994)
studied the effect ofautomating nursing documentation using bedside terminals in an
intensive care unit. Their findings indicated that there was a 20010 decrease in the time
required for documentation and an increase in the number ofnursing observations
recorded. Henrickson. Kovner. Knickman and Ftnlder (1995) evaluated the effects of
using computerized bedside terminals by nursing and found that patient care improved and
documentation was more timely and readable. 1bey DOted that nurses were concerned
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with the i.ncreased volume ofdoa.unentation as a result ofusing. axnputerizcd system
(A<WIcin, IIusJ>es, MoM....... McLean & MoMonis, 1995).
Brown.. Cioffi, Scbinella and Shaw (1995) measured the impact ofbedside tenninaJ
systerm OD nuning care and fowxl that direct patient: care dec:reased, attitudes were less
positive and the rate ofmedication errors wen: uncbanged.. Pabst, ScberubeI and Minnick
(1996) studied the impact ofusing bedside docummwion teclmology on DUrSeS' use of
time. Fmdings indicated tha1 those nurses who used the automated uoit increased the time
spent in patient care activities (Adderley, Hyde &. Mauseth, 1997). Marasovic, Kenney,
Elliot and Sindhusake (1997) used comparative observational design and work sampling
to compare the use ofan automated versus paper-based documentation process by OWKS.
Their findings did not provide definitive information regarding the advantages of
automated documenwioo over manual docwnenwion and recommetKleJ additioDal
research in this area.
In a more rec:em: study. McDanid (1997) conducted two pilot investigations to
evaluate a database for managing patient care information. His raWts indica1ed that
having real time data entry by fWI'XS who used an automated medical record management
system that was linlced to a relational database ofclinkaI information was WlllTaDted,
parric:ularly for the evaluation and improvement of patient care. ~ (1997) described
the process ofautomating DWling records in a home care facility. Staffreported a
reduction in the time nurses spent on clerical tasks, improved communications betWeen
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departments, improved llCCeSSlbility to patient records from the field and improved ability
to collect assurance data.
Mcfarland (1995) discussed the importance ofnucses being computer literate in
connection to the prevalent use ofexpert information systems designed for bealth care. It
was suggested that tlCpCt1 system technology would be core components of information
systems in the 21- century. Axford and Carter (1996) explored the expectations and
beliefs among nurses regarding the impact ofcomputerized nursing clinical information
systems in their practice. Slow computer time was found to have a negative effect on
They concluded that, generally, nurses expect positive outcomes ofC.1S.
Tronni and Welebob (1996) used a nonexperimental comparative study to measure
nurse's satisfaction with a patient oriented educational software application. They also
contrasted user satisfaction with manual and computer-generated materials. Results
indicated a general higher degree of nurses' satisfaction with the computer software
application.
Jones and Houston (1994) stated. "computers are here to stay. and the drans in
nursing need to include developing techniques that will encourage nurses to become
familiar with computer operations., document reduction in nursing errors and establish a
reduction in time spent charting nursing interactions. With the advent ofbedside
terminals, research will need to validate the computer contribution to nursing
productivity" (cited in Zerwekh & Claborn, 1994, p. 224). Their findings indicated that
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research that was developed to validate computers contribution to nursing productivity to
date has been inconclusive.
Manning and McConnell (1997) advocated a framework. for technology
assessmem process that would generate questions that aid in the selection ofa Nursing
Information System. This would in tum facilitate the goals ofprovidi.ng cost-effective,
high-quality patieDt care. They stated. "nursing infonnation systems ofthe future must do
more than simply support various tasks. They must provide strategic resources for clinical
nursing practice. The systems must be data driven and nurses must make decisions about
their design, development, selection and evaluation" (p. 141).
Fawcett and Buhle (1995) used the Internet to survq cancer survivors oftbeir
experiences ofcoping with their diagnosis and treatment. Some researchers who have
used the Internet as a data coUecting tool have noted that a low response rate and
unrefined sample characteristics of participants were limiting factors which made
generalizations difficult (Fawcett & Buhle, 1995; Murray, 19968). Nurses have been
quick to point out the potential ofelectronic netWorks for enhancing coUaboration in
international research (Holtzclaw, Boggs & Wilson, 1993; Sparks, 1993). Use ofthe
Internet for research has been generally viewed in its infancy and research issues that are
based 00 the Internet are at best evolving (Murray. 1996a). Murray (I996b) noted that
the increase in sharing aCknowledge from using the Internet would benefit mmes.
Lakeman (1997) focused specifically on the use of ~mail, world wide web
questionnaires and the possibilities ofvirtual focus groups for collecting data and the ease
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ofnurses having access to this information. Hardey (1996) noted "the nature aCthe
IlUl'Sing knowledge base has been much debated and one clear coaclusion that emerges
from this debate is that the profession is multi-disciplinary in nature and supported by a
number ofunderpinning disciplines. The emergent academic world mediated by the
WWWwillpromoteinter-disciplinaryworkandtheseamiessflowofinformation
exchange" (p. 5). Murray (1996b) conducted a qualitative discourse analysis on the
exchange of information and subsequent discussions on the NURSENET list server.
Findings indicated that subscribers to NURSENET were mostly female and North
American. However, a bighet proportion of males contributed more frequently. Other
findings by Murray indicated that there was a general absence ofantisocial on-line
behavior and that computer mediated communications users may actually challenge
nursing discourse.
Anthony (1997) discussed the benefits of nurses' use ofelectronic journals that
appear on the Internet. They seem to be as current as their paper counterpans. Bait,
Brown, Pugh, Borucki and Spatz (1996) reiterated the importance ofnurses baving the
skill and knowledge to access the Internet and find databases ofcurrent information
(Newbold. 1995).
Newbold and Jaffee (1995) suggested in their role a practice nurse would need to
include activities such as "on-line literature searches, posing questions to coUeagtJes on an
e-mail mailing list, and post queries to news groups" (cited in Ball, Hannah, Newbold &
Douglas (&Is.). p. 58). Stoughton (1996) discussed the implementation and evaluation of
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using e-mail in an emergency department. Staff nurses reported that e-mail led to
improved communications within the department.
Shellenbarger and Thomas (1996) indicated that there was a need for nurses to
develop a home page for the purposes ofrecruitment and publicity and that nurses need to
be active with technological advancements in general. Levy and Fleck (1997) stated, "if
nurses are to respond to health care changes and provide the best available patient care,
then they must be prepared to embrace current infonnation technology into their practice"
(p.5).
Research has been inconclusive in valldatiDg the effects ofusing C.tS. on nursing
productivity, patient outcomes and cost effectiveness. While the use of the Internet and
on-line activities were used by nurses, use appeared to be at an infancy stage. As the use
of IT applications by DtJnCS increases., it may be anticipated that research on the effects of
Internet use on nursing practice and research may evolve.
Summary
This chapter bas presented a review aCthe literature reJated to the attitudes of
nurses towards computer technology, the role ofinformation technology in nursing
education and the applications of information technology to nursing education and
practice. The attitudes of nurses towards information technology and role of information
technology in education and practice is imponant to understand the need for IT in the ON
(Collaborative) Program in Newfoundland and Labrador. However, results of much of
this research to date has been inconclusive. Nursing is seeking data which may warrant
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the use of information technology in practice and education. Researcb findings on the use
of IT in nuning practice bas iDdica1ed that more research is needed to validate the effects
ofusiDg IT applications on nuning productivity. patient outcomes and cost effectiveness.
Research on the effects ofusing IT application in auniog education bave been
_ in demonsll"lling the benefits fix" _Ieammg ODd fKuIty producOvity.
H~. the attitude ofnurse edlJCllors toward the use ofcomputen in nursing
education is positive. The research design and methods of this study will follow in
Chaptcrm.
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Cbapterm
Daips ADd Mdh""
This chapter preseats the ovenIl research design. The study involved two differem
group> ofpa>ticiponts, (I) fa<uIty uxI odminimUK>n, uxI (2) ""dan The <Je,dopmem
of the swvey insttumentJ. sample selection, setting and procedures for data coUection will
be~~oIy"- the beadings of6ocully uxI odministratioo uxI stUdents.
Rggn;b Pst.
Gay (1996) described descriptive statistics as ..data analysis techniques enabling
the researcher to meaningfuJly describe many scores with a smaU number of oumerical
indices" (po 619). Descriptive statistics have been used (I) to measure the level of
perceived need offacuJ.ty, administration and students for infonnation technology in the
BN (Collaborative) Program in Newfoundland and labrador, (2) to measure and compare
the views offaculty and administration and students in the BN (CoUaborative) Program on
the role of IT and health care nursing practice and oof'5ing education; (3) to measure the
IT IeamiDg needs of faculty and administration aDd studen1s.
EthiraJ Ikview Proem
The study was approved by the Ethics Review Committee (May 1997) of the
Faculty ofEducation at Memorial Univusity ofNewfoundtand (see Appendix B).
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Survey Instrument: Faculty and Administration
As the literature search did not provide a survey that could be adapted to this
study, a structured survey for faculty and administration was developed and piloted by the
researcher. The use of a survey offered the possibility ofcomplete anonymity and absence
of the researcher and diminished the possibility ofbias in the responses that reflect the
participants' reaction to the researcher rather than to the questions in the survey_ This
was essential as the researcher had been teaching in nursing education for the last twelve
years in the province ofNewfoundland and Labrador and had a high degree of familiarity
among this small group of responding nurse educators.
The definition of information technology was included at the beginning of the
survey. The Faculty and Administration Survey (see Appendix C) included questions
related to demographic data and their level ofperceived need for IT in the BN
(Collaborative) Program. A five point Likert type scale was used to measure faculty's and
administration's views on the role oflT on health care, nursing practice and nursing
education. A five point Likert scaJe was also used to measure the faculty's and
administration's learning needs and their perceived learning needs of students enrolled in
the BN (Collaborative) Program for specific topics related to infonnation technology.
Three open-ended questions were included at the end of the survey to give faculty and
administration an opportunity to provide additional infonnation related to the inclusion of
IT in the BN (Collaborative) Program and to ensure that the participant could address
issues deemed to be important and related to IT and nursing education.
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One administrator and one filculty member at two different sites of the BN
(CoUaborative) Program were contacted verbally by the researcher to ask their permission
to participate in a pilot of the survey and both verbally agreed An envelope was provided
to both participants that included a letter which thanked them for their participation in the
piloting of the survey and provided them with directions for completing the pilot (see
Appendix D), a Consent to Participate Fonn (see Appendix E). the Faculty and
Administration Survey (see Appendix C) and a Guiding Questions document for
participants to complete as pan aCthe piloting aCthe survey (see Appendix F). A return
envdope with appropriate postage was also provided. A period oftwo weeks was given
to both participants to complete the pilot. Results ofthe pilot were reviewed and final
revisions included three editorial changes deemed necessary after the pilot review was
completed.
Survey In'tn!ment· Studtllt!
As the literature search did not provide a survey that could be adapted to this
study, a structured student survey was also developed and piloted by the researcher. The
use ofa survey was essential as the researcher had taught at one site of the BN
(Collaborative) Program in the 1996-1997 academic year and, therefore, was known to
the stUdents at that site. It was decided to use a facilitator [0 meet with students to obtain
their signed Student's Consent to Participate fonns and the completed Student Surveys to
reduce researcher bias.
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The researchc:r's definition of information technology was included at the
beginning ofthe swvey. The Student Swvey (see Appendix Gj mduded questions related
to demographic data and the students' level of perceived need for IT in the ON
(Collaborative) Program. A five point Liken type sca1e was used to measure students'
views on the role of IT on health care, nuesing practice and nursing education. A five
point Likert scale was also used to measure the students' leaming needs for specific topics
related to IT. Two open-ended questions were included at the end aCthe survey to give
students an opportunity to provide additional information related to IT in the ON
(Collaborative) Program and to ensure that students could address issues deemed to be
important related to IT in the ON (Collaborative) Program.
Three second year students (two females and one male) ofthe ON (Collaborative)
Program were contacted by the researcher to ask their permission to participate in the
piloting oCtile Student Survey and all verbally agreed. A nurse educator. not
participating in the study, agreed to be the facilitator for the pilot of the Student Survey.
Students met with the facilitator at a mutually agreed upon time to complete the piloting
oftbe Student Survey. An envelope was provided to each oCthe three students which
included a lener which tbanked them for their participation in the piloting of the survey
and provided them with directions for completing the pilot (see Appendix H). a Student
Consent To Participate form (see Appendix O. the Student Survey (see Appendix G) and a
Guiding Questions document (see Appendix F). A time frame ofup to two hours was
given to the students to complete the pilot. Students were asked not to discuss the
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content of the survey with anyone until all data for the study was collected. Results of the
pilot were reviewed and final revisions included two editorial changes.
Sample and Selection Criteria: Faculty and Administration
The faculty and administration sample was chosen through convenience
nonprobability sampling. It included all full-time faculty and administration (0=20) at the
three sites ofthe BN (Collaborative) Program in Newfoundland and Labrador. The
sample offaculty and administration were limited as the first academic year of the BN
(Collaborative) Program was 1996-1997.
Sample and Selection Criteria: Students
The student sample was chosen using convenience nonprobability sampling. It
included all full-time second year students at the three sites of the BN (Collaborative)
Program in Newfoundland and Labrador. The sample was limited to the first academic
year being 1996-1997. The total possible sample of full-time second year students was
198.
Procedures: Faculty and Administration
Data were collected over a two month period in the fall of 1997. A letter was sent
to the Directors ofNursing at the three sites of the BN (Collaborative) Program explaining
the study and asking for pennission to access faculty and administration (see Appendix 1).
Written permission was given by two site directors (see Appendix K). The third school
director conveyed in writing that she could not give her written permission to access
faculty and administration as she considered it to be a personal and professional decision
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by each person individually (see Appendix L). This director ofnursing did contact all
faculty and administration at that site to infann them of the study and conveyed to them
her own personal support for the study.
A letter explaining the study and asking faculty and administration to participate in
the study (see Appendix M) and Consent to Participate in Research fonn (see Appendix
E) were sent to all full-time faculty and administration (0=20) at the three sites. The
informed consent described the purpose, procedure,"duration of participant involvement,
potential benefits and anonymity. The consent advised the participants that participation
was voluntary and they had the right to withdraw from the study at anytime and may
refuse to answer any questions. A researcher addressed postage paid return envelope was
included. A target date for return of signed Consent to Participate fonns was three weeks.
Telephone reminders were given to possible participants after the three week target data.
Consent to Participate fonns were signed and returned by 17 of the faculty and
administration sample to the researcher for a response rate of 85%. This high response
may have indicated the importance of this topic to faculty and administration working with
the BN (Collaborative) Program.
The 17 participants were sent a letter thanking them for their willingness to
participants (see Appendix N) and a copy of the Faculty and Administration Survey (see
Appendix C) to complete within a one month time frame. A researcher addressed postage
paid envelope was provided. Participants that did not return their completed surveys by
the target date received two telephone reminders by the researcher. Two weeks after the
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target date all completed surveys had been returned for a return rate of 100010. This high
return rue is likely an indication of the interest offacu1ty and administnuion in the topic of
Information Technology and the BN (Col1abond:ive) Program. Surveys were coded
numerically to ensure confidentiality.
Procedures' StDdenq
Data were coUected over a three month period in the fiI.1I of 1997. A letter was
sent to the Directors ofNumng at the three sites oftbe BN (Collaborative) Program
explaining the study and asking for permission to access their full-time second year
students (see Appendix J). Written permission was given by the three site directors (see
AppendD< 0).
To minimize the effect of researcher bias., three faculty members were randomly
chosen as filcilitators at each ofthe three sites. lbe facilitators were not participants in the
Faculty and Administration Survey. However, one faculty member had been involved in
the piloting oCthe Faculty and Administration Survey. Three of these faculty members
verbally agreed to act as facilitators for the coUection ofdata from second year students at
their respective sites. The researcher met with each of the facilitators to discuss their role
and to emphasize the importance of consistency in their role as facilitators. A Guidelines
For Facilitators document (see Appendix P) was given to the three facilitators which
provided clear directions in their ro[e as facilitators. The researcher answered all
questions asked by the facilitators and consistency was ensured through this approach.
3.
Because oran excessive studeats' academic workJoad at the time oCtile
c:eocIucti:oa ofthe scudy. a COD'Ialic:nt class time was chosen by the researcher in
comultatioo with either a &adty member or aD administrator at eKh of the three sites. It
was decided to access students 11 the end of. required nursing course lecture slot. One
week prior to the chosen class time, a f3cuIty member at each of the n:spec:tive sites
informed the students of the name of the study as well as the date and time for the
coUectionofda1A.
The facilitators entered each designated classrooms and read to students the
document, Introduction ofResearch to Students provided by the researcher (see Appendix
Q). The pwpose oflhis document was to ensure consistency by the three facilitators with
the coUection ofdata. The facilitators noted the total possible number of participants at
that time. For example, at one site which had 113 students enrolled in that course the
facilitator DOted a total of70 students in class at the time ofdata collection.
Facilitators remiDded students that participation wu voluntary and tbal they may
refuse to answer any questions. Students were reassured that participation or refusal to
participate in this study would have DO effect on their role as a studenL Anonymity wu
assured. Students that were willing to participate were given a Student Consent to
Participate fonn to sign (see Appendix I). The informed consent described the purpose.
procedure. duration of participant involvement, potential benefits and anonymity. When
the facilitator received the signed Student Consent to Participate Conn, the student was
given the Student Survey to complete (see Appendix G). Students were given up to one
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hour to complete the survey. Completed Student Survey forms were returned to the
facilitator and placed in a large envelope with the signed Consent. to Participate forms. All
completed Student Survey forms and signed Consent to Participale forms were returned
to the researcher by the facilitator in a sealed envelope provided by the researcher. The
overall student response ratc at the three sites was 81% which is likely to be an indication
oCtile high interest of students on this topic.
~
The data were analyzed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences, revised
edition (SPSS Statistics for the Social Sciences, Inc.• 1995). Descriptive statistics were
used to describe both the faculty and administration and student sample. Demographic
data of fiu:u.lty and administration and students and level ofperceived need for IT in the
BN (Collaborative) Program were measured using frequency tabulations.
There were three sections that collected data on participants views ofinfonnatioo
technology and health care. nursing practice and nursing education. The reliability of
items included in each of these three sections was assessed using Cronbach'5 Alpha. Gay
(1996) stated "that the use ofCronbach's Alpha is to estimate internal consistency based
on a determination of how all the items on a test reJate to aU other items and to the total
test" (p. 619). This provided the researcher with a view that items included within the
views oflT and health care, nursing practice and nursing education were reliable with their
respective groups.
A five point Likert scale was used to measure the views offaculty and
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administration and students on each ofthe three sections. The mean on each item was
computed. Harris (1995) stated, "almost all researchers feel that it is appropriate to
calculate a mean 00 the kind ofquestionnaire items that &II betweeu ordinal and interval
scales and thus use parametric procedures to analyze such data" (p. 19).
Parametric testing using ANOVA's on the individual mean for each view of
information technology and health care, nursing practice and nursing education was
completed. Gay (1996) descnbed the ANOYA as, "a parametric test of significance used
to determine whether there is significant difference between or among 2 or more means at
a selected probability level" (p. 625). Cramer (1994) stated., "some writers have argued
that parametric tests should only be applied when the data fulfill the roDowing three
conditions: (1) the variables arc measured with an equal interval or ratio scale; and the
samples are drawn from populations; (2) whose variances are equal or homogeneous; and
(3) whose distnbutioos are normal _.. whether these conditions have to be satisfied before
parametric tests can be employed has been seriously questioned" (p. 53).
Since sample size offaculty and administration and students differed., being 17 and
122 respectively, which may have represented a violation ofassumption for use of
parametric testing, it was decided to also conduct a Mann-Whitney test on the individual
mean for each view ofinfonnation technology and health cace, nuesing practice and
nursing education. Gay (1996) stated. "nonparametrics. a test ofsignificance appropriate
when the data represents an ordinal or nominal scale, when a parametric asswnptioo bas
been greatly violated or when the nature ofthe distribution is now known" (p. 622).
4\
Harris (1995) stated, "parametrics are usually more powerful; meaning they are generally
more likely than nonparametrics tests to identifY a difftteocc in population parameters or a
relationship among variables in the population. Parametrics are also robust to violations
of most oftheir assumptions,. meaning that they are likely to give you the correct results
even lfthe assumptions under which they were derived are not fuUy met" (p. 19).
Therefore, ANQVA and Mann-Whitncy scores were utilized and compared to ensure
accuracy of the results based on a significance level ofp < .05.
~
This chapter included the design and methods used to conduct the study. The
developmental process ofthe survey instruments for both faculty and administration and
students and the procedure and results of the piloting ofthe two survey instruments were
reviewed. The procedure for sampling procedures is discussed. The rationale for the type
of tests included in the data analysis has also been described
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The purpose oflhis cbapter is to report the findings. Frequency and percentS are
used to summarize the data. on demographic data of faculty and administration and
students. Mean and ANaVA scores on views ofinformation technology and health care.
nursing practice and nursing education are explored, frequency and percents are further
used to summarize data on faculty and administBtion and students' learning needs.
Faculty and administration and student responses to open-ended statements are presented.
Tables are included to enhance comprehension aCthe results.
SImple Cb'l'!s!tristig: Faculty gd AdminptAtion
The faculty and administration sample consisted of 17 females. ofwhom 470.4 were
faculty and 53% administration. Twelve percent offaculty and admini.st:ration were
between the ages of26-35, 30% were between the ages of36-45 and 58% were between
the ages 0£46--55. Educational preparation ofthe sample varied with 24% offaculty and
administration with a Bachelors Degree in Nursing and 76% aCthe faculty and
administration were prepared at the Master's level or higher. Preparation at the Master
level is a requirement for a faculty position in the BN (Collaborative) Program. Table I
presents the number ofyears ofteaching experience by faculty and administration. There
were no faculty or administration with less than five years teaching experience in nursing
education. Seventy-ooe percent offacutty and administration bad greater than 16 years
experience in nursing education.
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Table I
Number ofYears Working in Nursing Education by FagJ.!ty And Administration en-In
No. ofVean %
Less than 5 years
6-10 23.5
1I~15 5.9
16-20 23.5
over 20 years 47.1
~
Computer experience ofgreater than 2 years was reported by 95% offacuJty and
administration. Table 2 reports the computer experience of faculty and administration.
All faculty and administration had used a computer either at home or at work. All faculty
and administration had access to a computer at work while 94% had access to a computer
at borne. Severuy-one percent offaculty and administration used a computer for greater
than 5 hours per week at work while 6% had no computer use at work. Eighty-two
percent of faculty and administnltion used a computer for more than 2 houts per week at
work.
The number of bours that faculty and administration used a computer at home also
varied with 12% offaculty and administration with 00 computer use at borne to 35% of
faculty and administration with greater than 9 bours per week IX more. Overall 77% of
faculty and administration bad used a computer at home for more than two hours per
week. Table J descnbes the computer usage at work and at home by fiIcuIty and
administration.
T.ble2
Computer Experience offagJlty and Administration (IEID
Experience %
<61DOnths
6 months· 1 year 5.9
2-5 years 47.1
>6years 47.1
Table 3
Computer Use at Work and at Home by Faculty and Mmjnimrlon (IEID
No.o(Houn At Work .... At Home %
5.9 ll.S
0- I 11.8 11.8
2-' 11.8 35.3
5-8 23.5 5.9
9 or more 47.1 35.3
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The type ofcomputer applications used by f8cu1.ty and administration is reported in
Table 4. E·mail was used by all faculty and administration. Word processing and
computerized literature searches were used by 88% offaculty and administration. The use
ofcomputer applications by faculty or administration other than e-mail, word processing
and literature searches was less than 50010.
Table 4
Use ofCornouter Applications By FagJ.lty and Administration (fICin
Computer Applications %
Computer Assisted Instruction 47.l
SpreadsheetlDatabase Input 47.1
Word Processing 88.4
TeleconferencingIDistance Education 11.8
Graphic Presentations 35.3
Hospital Information Systems 17.6
Literature Searches 88.4
E-mail 100
IS
IS
17
Faculty's and administration's clinical area ofexpertise indicated that clinical
expertise is diverse and faculty and administration have more than one area ofexpertise.
Medicine was indicated by 30'10 of filcuI.ty and administration as their clinical area of
expertise. Table 5 presents the clinical area ofexpertise of faalJty and administration.
TableS
C!inigl Area ofE.xpertise ofFacu!ty and Adminisrati0n (!pIn
OiDic.al Ana orExpt:rtiK %
S"'S"Y 17.6
Medicine 29.4
Obstetrics ll.S
Psycbiany 5.9
Pediatrics 5.9
Community 11.8
Gerontok>gy 11.8
SurgicallMedica1 lCU 1l.S
Emergency 5.9
ORIPORR
Other ·oot current 5.9
Health Promotion 5.9
Adminisuation 5.9
-Faculty and Administration bad more than one area ofclinical expertise
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Fifty-three pen::cot offaculty and administration bad completed a course on
infonnation teclmology. Table 6 addresses the length in hours ofinfonnation technology
courses completed by faculty and administration. Faculty's and administration's seIf-med
knowledge of IT was high, as 65% offaculty and administration rated their knowledge
level at an intermediate level.. Only 12% offllcuIty and administrators med themselves as
advanced while 24% offacuJty and administration rated themselves as beginners.
Sample CIy"'deristks: Studept!
The student sample coosist;ed of 122 second year students enrolled full-time in the
BN (CoUaborativc) Program in Newfoundland and Labrador. Eighty-eight percent of
students were female and 1~Io were male. The ages ofthe students were concentrated as
93% ofstudents were between the ages of 18-25 and 88% ofthese students had
completed high school in the last 5 years. Eleven percent ofstudents bad completed high
school within the last 6-10 years and 2% had finished high school in the last 11- I 5 years.
Educational preparation of students indicated that 11% ofstudents had a Bachelor's
Deg>-ee.
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Length (houGl ofCompleted InfQnnation Technology Course by fJwIty and
Adminimtion (p=9l
Houn
1-5
16-25
26-36
%
5.9
11.8
17.6
17.6
Computer experience oftwo years or more was reported by 75% ofstudents.
Since 88% ofstudents bad finished high school in the last five years, it is likely that
student's computer experience may have been gained from a post secondary institution.
Thirty-lhree percent ofstudents had greater than 6 years ofcomputer experience.
Students' self-rated level ofexpertise indicated that only 2% ofstudents rated themselves
at an advanced level although 33% ofstudents had greater than 6 years ofcomputer
experience.
All students had access to a computer at school. The time frame of 1-4 hours per
week comprised 8ao/o ofcomputer time used at school by students. While sixty-five
percent ofstudents had access to a computer at borne. only 34% ofstudents who had
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access to a computer at home used a computer at bome. Student computer use at school
and at work: is reported in Table 7.
The type ofcomputer applications used by students is iodicated in Table 8. The
use ofcomputer applications by students other than e-mail, word processing and literature
searches was less than 30'%. An IT course was completed by 90/0 of students and
completion ofan IT course of 16 hours or longer had been completed by 3% ofstudents.
The total length in hours ofthe completed information technology course by students is
described in Table 9.
Table 1
Student CQrnouterUseat Schoo! (0-118> and at Home (rei) )
No.o(Houn At School % At Hamc-;'
13.1 16 33.6 41
0-1 41 50 24.6 30
2-4 39.3 48 26.2 32
5 -8 3.3 6.6
90r more
Table 8
Student Use ofCornputer Applications (%) (0=118)
Computer Applications %
Computer Assisted Instruction 20.5 25
Spreadsheet/Database 13.1 10
Word Processing 83.6 102
TeleconferencingIDistance Education 2.5
Graphic Presentations 10.7 13
HospitaJ Information Systems 26.2 32
Literature Searches 68.9 84
E-mail 79.5 97
Table 9
Length (Hours) of Cornoleted Information Technology Course(s) by Students (0-1 n
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Hours
1-5
6 - 15
16 - 25
26 - 36
·Two students did not complete this question
%
3.3
.8
.8
2.5
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Yiew" of [prOm.tioD Tuboolm
The views ofinfonnation technology were divided into three sections, relating
respectively to health care. nursing practice, and nursing education.
Vtsm of [n(onn"ion Teshaolor Ind Reith Call!
The reliability of the eight views of information technology and health care was
assessed using Cronbach's Alpha. Coefficient was (.73) and a standardized item alpha
was (.75) which indicated that these eight items have internal consistency. The eight
views of information technology and health care and the mean scores ror faculty and
administration and students in order offaculty and administration mean rank are presented
in Table 10. The overall mean score for students was 16.1389 and for faculty and
administration was 12.9286. It was concluded based 00 these results that the faculty and
administration group overal.l had a stronger level ofagreement or disagreement on the
views of information technology and health care than the student group.
An Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). a parametric test, was used to draw inferences
about the differences in the mean scores on the views crlT and health care by faculty and
administration and students. ANQYA scores on faculty and administration and students'
means on the views oflT and health care indicated a significance level of< .05 on five
views.
A Mann-Whitney test or the rank sum test was performed on the mean scores of
both the faculty and administration and students on the views of IT and health care. This
was included to ensure accuracy ofthe ANOVA scores as the sample size of the two
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groups. filculty and administration and students were different (rF14, rFI08). A
comparison of ANOVA and Mann~Whitneyscores are also reponed in Table 10. Results
indicated that five views of IT and health care were significant.
Rank ,hiews on inform.tion tec=bnology .ad bait. qre.
The eight views on information technology and health care by faculty and
administration and students in order offaculty and administration mean rank are presented
in Table 10.
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View! of Ipfong.liog Tec;bllOlogy and Nunjgg PrJctke
The second group of views was related to views oflT and nursing practice. The
reliability of the eight views on information technology and nursing practice was assessed
using Cronbacb's Alpha. Coefficient (.76) and a standardized item alpha (.77) indicated
that these views have internal consistency. The eight views of information technology and
nursing practice are presented in Table 11.
The mean score on the eight views on IT and nursing practice for faculty and
administration and students in order of faculty and administration mean rank are presented
in Table 11. 'The overall means for students on the views oflT and nursing practice was
15.3267 and the overall faculty and administration mean was 12.7143. It was concluded
based on these resuJts that faculty and administration overall bad a stronger ~eJ of
agreement or disagreement on the views of IT and nursing practice than the students.
ANOVA scorts were used to draw inferences about the differences in the mean
scores on the views erIT and nursing practice by faculty and administration and students.
The ovenill ANOVA score between and within the two groups of .0022 indicated
statistical significance. ANOVA scores on faculty and administration and students' means
on the views oflT and nursing practice revealed a significance level of< .OS on five views.
A Mann·,whitney test was perfonned on the mean scores ofboth the faculty and
administration and students on the eight views of IT and nursing practice to ensure
accuracy of the ANOYA scores as the sample size used in the study was different (0=14,
0=108). A comparison ofANOYA and Mann-Whitney scores are reported in Table II.
Both tests indicated that five of the eight views oflnformation Technology and Nursing
Practice were significant.
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T.blell
Eiahl View! ofInrOfIDlljgn 1);cbnoIosv and Nyajns PM;" Wi1b Man Scocq and C9ITuwill¥! QfANOVA and Magn.Wbjtncy Smrg of
fJculty and Adminjlt!'ltion (p-14l and Student:! (0-108) in Order offtc:uttv and Admjni1ltltjon Mqn Rank
Views of Information Tecb.olol)' and Nunin& Practiu Facwty/Admlnislration Student ANOVA ·MulnWbltoey
M... M... (p ••llte) (J..talledp)
I. Acquisition oflnfonnation TcchnolosY skills by nursina
improves nul'1CS occupationa.l satisfaction. (12) 2.01 2.12 .7697 ,3919
2. 1be use of Information Technology by nursing increases
Durscsprofmiooal stltu•. (19) 1.94 1.93 .9721 ,1727
3. Knowledae ofand .killin lnfonnation Technology by
nursing will allow more lime for patient care. (16) 1.81 2.06 ,1601 ,1631
4. The usc of Information Technology by nursing allows nurses
III opport\lllity to improve patient care. (18) 1.65 1.95 ,0392' .03U'
5. The USCoflnfOfmlltion TechnoIosy by nursing will
depersonalize nuningcarc. (15) 1.59 2.2& .0006' .0005'
6. The use ofInformation Tcchnology by nursing increases
eosts by incrcasins nurses workloads. (II) 1.56 2.09 J)()IS' ,0011'
7. Nurses need 10 have a role in the design ofpatientlhospital
infonnationsystcms.(I0) 1.26 1.47 .0044' ,0029'
8. Knowledge of and .kill in Information Technology can usi.t
in prcparingnurscsforthc2la ccntury. (14) 1.18 1.48 .0199 .0204'
'JI<.05.
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Ruk ofYipp 99 igronpatiop 'UbDOlon!lld a-pin pmtkt.
Table 11 prese:nts the eight views on IT and IJJJ'Sing practice by faa1lty aDd
administration and students in order of&cuIty and administ:m:ion mean rUlk..
The third group ofviews relate to views 011 informarioa technology and oursing
education. Six views were omitted from testing as they were only included in the faculty
and administration survey. The analysis on these views will be discussed later. The
reliability of'the remaining ten views on IT and nursing education was assessed using
Cronbach's Alpha. Coefficients were (.66) and a standardized item coefficient was (.70).
It was decided to omit the view. the majority of students entering nuning undergraduate
programs are computer literate., which bad an individual coefficient of(.72). Cronbach's
Alpha was rerun omitting this view and results indicated a coefficient of(.72) and the
staodardized item alpha of (.74). Another view. the cost of implementing IT in nuning
education is 100 expensive for nursing, had a<:oeflicient of(.67). Based on this score it
was decided to omit this view from this group. A Cronbacb's alpha was rerun omitting
both views. The coefficients now indicated (.76) and the Staodan:lized item alpha of(.78).
Based on these results it was coDcluded thatlhe:se eight views of IT and nursing education
have intemal consistency. The eight views ofinfonnation technology and nursing
education and the mean scores for faculty and administration and students in order of
faculty and adminjstration mean rank are presented in Table 12.
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The mean score 00 the eight views of IT and auning education for students and
faculty and ldministrEion and students are preseutcd in Table 12. The overall mean soore
gatbc:ml from students 00 the views regarding IT and tJJtSins education was 14. Faalfty
and admiDist:ration mean score was 14.50. Based on these results it was coocJudcd that
&cuIty aDd aclministration bad a stronger level. ofagrecmem or disagreemeDt overall on
the views ofiDformation tedmology and nursing education than students.
ANOYA scores were used to draw infeteoces about the differences in the mean
scores on the views of IT and nuning education by faculty and administntiOD and
studenu. The overall ANOVA score between and within the two groups of .13 indicated
no statistical significance. ANOVA scores on faculty and administration and student
means on the views nfIT and nursing education indicalcd a significaoce levd of< .OS 00
four aCtbe eight views.
A Mann-Whitney test was conducted on the mean scores ofboth faculty and
administntion and students od the eight views of IT and nursing education. The MAnn-
Whitney test was iocludcd to ensure acewaey oftbe ANOVA due to the different sample
size oftbe faculty and adminislralioo and students used in the study. Table 12 compares
the ANOVAand Mann-Wbirney scores. There was a discrepancy on the view. The BN
(Collaborative) Program in Newfoundland and Labrador should have an elective course on
IT. The ANOYA score of .02 indicated statistical significance. It was decided to accept
the nonparametric test., the Mann-Whitney which had indicated no statistical significance.
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Rank ofyipJ 00 inform,tion tes;baology nd nun;ac "'DgMp.
Table 12 presents the eight views on information technology and nursing education
in orderoffaaJ.lty and administration mean rank.
ViC!f! of IDformatjoD Technology 'Dd Noning Eduatioo By Faculty .nd
Adminidntion
There were six views on IT and nursing education that were included on the
Faculty and Administration Swvey but omitted on the Student Survey because these views
pertained to filcuIty and administration only. The views ofinformation technology and
nursing edueatiOll with mean scores offaculty and administration are presented in Table
13.
Learning Nmb: Fas;ulty 'pd Administ...tiog
Faculty and administration were asked to rate the applicability of 17 topics to their
learning needs for inclusion in faculty development sessions. The reliability of these topics
was assessed using Cronbach's Alpha. Cotfficients (.93) and standardized item alpha
(.93) indicated that these topics have internal consistency. The mean and ranking oreach
topic by faculty and administration is presented in Table 14.
Leaming Needs: Studentl!
The applicability of stUdent learning needs of 11 topics related to IT were
reviewed by both faculty and administration and students using a five point Liken scale.
The reliability of these II topics was assessed using Cronbach's Alpha. Coefficients (82)
and a Standardized Item Alpha (.82) indicated that these topics have internal consistency.
Tablet3
views QfInformatjoo Technology ,nd Nursi0B Edycation With Mean Scorn ofFaculty and MminiltratjOD
6\
Vitw. or laromatioa Tech.GlGO' and Narsla. Education
I. The use orlmonn_tion Technology in nursing education is an added stress
to faculty and administration with little benefit to students. (28)
2. The use of Information Technology by nursing faculty improves the delivery
or nursing education. (21)
3. The use of Information Technology by nurse educators in teaching improv~
the quality orteaching methods. (25)
4. The use oflnfonnation Technology as a teaching method mects the learning
styles of nursing .tudent•. (23)
S. Nurse educators need more formal educational opportunilieJ regarding the
use and application ofInfonnation Technology in teaching. (29)
6. The use oflnfonnation Technology in nursing education improves rletdty
productivity. (26)
·;<.05.
Faculty/Admi.btnlJon
Mea.
3.67
1.76
1.63
1.60
1.53
1.38
T.ble 14
Mean and Ranking ofLearning Need Topics offacu]ty and AdminjstrJtion
Topic M...
Staffing 3.09
Word Processing 2.67
Budgets 2.62
Literature Searches 2.40
Flowcharts 2.27
Spreadsheets 2.14
Decision Support 2.13
Te1emedicine 2.13
Expert Decision Making 2.13
QuolityAssunlnce 2.12
Electronic Communications 2.06
StatisticalPacl<Age 2.06
Educational Tracking 2.00
Hospital Information Systems 2.00
Distance Education 2.00
Internet ResoW'CeS L81
Computer Assisted Instruction 1.73
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The mean and ranking eCtopics for students' learning needs by faculty and
administration are presented in Table IS. Table 16 presents the mean and ranking of
topics for students' learning needs by students. The overall mean for faculty and
administration on these learning needs for students was 20.00 and the overal.l means for
students on their own learning needs was 20.51.
An ANQVA score was used to draw inferences about the differences in the mean
scores on the learning needs of students by faculty and administration and students. The
overall ANOYA score between and within the two groups of .6517 indicated no statistical
significance. ANOVA scores on five topics indicated statistical significance.
A Mann-Wbitney test was perfonned on the means ofboth faculty and
administration and students on the 11 topics. Asain. this was included to ensure accucacy
of the-ANOVA scores as the sample size ofthe two groups differed. Table 17 compares
the results ofthe ANOVA and Mann-Whitney scores which revealed agreement on all
topics oflearning needs of students.
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Table Hi
Mean and Rank gflnfomwion Iccbpology Topig fix Student's I.qmjng by FaroIty and
-.,
RaakofTopics M...
S"'~ 2.85
F10wdwts 2.44
Decision Suppon 2.19
Statistical Package 2.06
Expert. Decision Making 1.94
Electronic Communications 1.59
Hospital Information Systems 1.50
Computer Assisted Instruction 1.41
Won! Processing 1.35
Intornet ll<sou=s Lt8
utenture Searcbc:s 1.12
T_bIe .6
Mean and Rank ofInfonnalion Icchgokv Topig for Srudmt;'$ Learning by Studegq
Topk M....
Sp<ea<bbocIs 2.25
Expert DociSoo Making 2.07
Statistical Package 2.06
Decision Support 2.05
Electronic Communications 1.92
F10wclwts 1.89
Computer Assisted InsuuctiOD l.89
InternetR=>u=s 1.68
Word Processing 1.66
Hospital Information Systems 1.60
Literature Searcbes 1.58
65
Comparison ofANQVA and Mann-Whitney Scores on Information Technology Topics
for Student's Learning
66
AppticatiOD ANOVA (p value) Mana-Wbitney (2-Tailed P)
Computer Assisted Instruction .0016· ,0011·
Internet Resources .0017- .0009·
F10wclwu .0022· .0028-
Literature Searches .0044· .0024-
S~ .0048· .0073·
Electronic Communications .0629 .0546
Word Processing .0716 .0699
Decision Support .4398 .5206
Expert Decision Making .4829 .3771
Hospital Information System .5648 .7154
Statistical Package .9975 .8650
*R<·05
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OPeD-Ended SI.tnneDb
Open-ended statements were included at the end orooth the Faculty and
Administntion Survey (see Appendix C) and the Student Survey (see Appendix G) to
allow the participants an opportunity to comment on information technology and nursing.
Faculty aDd Adl!i.istntion
Faculty and administration were given the opportunity to respond to three open-
ended statements that each required a short written response (see Appendix C).
Responses to statements #1 and #2 were provided by 15 participants and 12 responses
were provided to statements #3 (see Appendix R).
~
Students were given the opportunity to respond to two open-ended statements that
required short written responses (see Appendix G). Student responses varied, 31 students
responded to statement #1 and 64 students responded to statement #2 (see Appendix S).
~
A high level of agreement was generated between faaJIty and administration and
students on views of information technology and health care, nursing pJaCtice and nursing
education. There was statistical significance between some views offaculty and
administration and students. However, the significance was revealed as agreement on the
view between the two groups rather than disagreement. This agreement is likely an
indication ofthe positive views ofboth groups towards IT and its role in health care,
nursing practice and nursing education. Both faculty and administration and students
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indicated agreement with the: view, the need for the impIemeowion ofIT must be
1<1_ in the ON (CoIIabontive) Prognm.
FKUIty ODd administration ;dcttificd and _cd then- IT learning.-ls. RuIcing
was performed bued on the individual mean score for each topic. Swdent Ieaming needs
1Nef"e ideotified by both faa1Ity and administration aDd students. Mean scores on topics for
both groups were compared using ANOVA and ManD-Wbitney scores which indicated
statistical significaocc on 5 topics, computer assisted instruction. literature searcbes.,
Internet resow-ces., spreadsheets and flowcharts. Ranking ofthese topics by faculty and
administration and students indicated a high leveJ of agreement between these two groups
as both faculty and administration and students ranked the same learning need topics in the
top five. These topics were literature searches., Internet resources, word processing.
computer assisted instruct.ion and bospital information systems.
Flality and administration and student responses to the opeJH::nded statements
indicated a positive view of information technology and the need for knowledge and sIcill
of information technology both as educators and as students. Chapter V will further
discuss the findings presented in this chapter.
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CbapterV
-....
This chapt:e:r will disaw the study's findings. Results are di.sc:ussed rdated to
demographic data and the views of lila.LIty and administration and students on information
technology and health care. nursing practice and nursing education. The learning needs of
faaJlty and administration and students and responses to open..endtd statements by both
groups are discussed.
Depocr!p"s Data
Some demographic data warrant'lld discussion. Faculty's aDd adainisrrarioo's
clinical area ofexpertise varied and some faculty and administration had more than 0IlC
area of expertise. Climcal expertise was found to be in traditional areas 5LIch as medicine,
surgery, obstetrics, gerontology. community, psychiatry and pediatrics. Clinical
experience in a surgicaVrncdical intensive care unit was reported by 120/0 of faculty and
administration. There was no clinical expertise reported in the openting room or in the
post operative recovery room. Since the &cuIty sample was limited to those faculty who
taught in the tint year oftbe ON (Collaborative) Program it may have been expected that
their cUaical expertise rdlect the clinical cooceotration in the first year which is in
tnditional clinical areas.
An infonnation technology course was completed by 53% offaculty and
administration and 9"10 ofstudents. An infonnation technology course ofl6 hours or
longer bad been completed by 35% offaculty and ad.ministrati.on and ooly 3% ofswdenu.
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It is likely that the young age ofthe students may have influenced the nwnbeI" ofstudents
who bad the opportunity to complete an infomwiop tecbooiogy course IS many oftbese
students bad cominued from high sc:booI to univusity with limited time or rc:sowu:s for
IT courses. The paucity of students who bad completed an IT course may have been an
indication ofw Deed for undergraduate nuniDg studeDlS in the ON (Col.Labonrive)
Program in NewfouodJand and Labradoc to have access to IT seminars or that students
sbouId be provided with the opportunity to enroll in an elective course on IT and nursing.
Fmdiogs indicated that 53% offacuJty and administration had completed an information
technology course. therefore, reflective ofa need for faculty and administratioo to enraD in
IT courses either through faculty development sessions or through a continuing education
program.
Computer use by faculty and admini.stra1iOD at home and at work varied; 94% of
faQ.dty and administration used a computer- at won.: and 88% used a computer at borne.
Computer use by srudeots indicated that 87-1. ofsrudents used a computer at school and
65% ofstudents bad access to a computer at home. However, ooly 34% ofstudents who
bad access at home bad actually used their computer at home. All faality and
administration and stUdents in this study had access to a computer. AD students bad
access to a computer at school. It was likely that student's computer use either at home
or at school may be in relation to the amount of IT applications included in the curriculwn.
It was likely that as more infonnation technology applications was implemented in the
curriculum.. the student's computer use might also increase.
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Faculty aDd administration and student use ofcomputer applications varied. The
highest usage ofcomputer applications by faadty and administration and studarts was
word processing (88% and 84%), literature seartbes (88% aod WA). and e-mail (100%
and SOOA) respcctivdy. The pen:erUges for use ofother computer application by &a.tIty
and administration was less than SOIA and for students was less than 30%. The high
percentage of use by both faculty and administration aod swdeltts ofcomputerized
literature sc:arches may be the result of the widespread availability ofcomputerized
databases fOT library holdings and the use ofthe Internet for literature searches. Allbaugh
the percentage reported by both groups was high, in this en. of rapid technological
advancements, it may have been likely to have 100"10 of faculty and administrUion and
students using computerized literature searches in an undergraduate program.
Van Dover and Boblin (1991) studied nursing studeuts compute! use in a
university setting and found that 40% ofstudents used a computer for word processing
and 34% ofstudents used a computet for titenture searches. In this rese8!'"Cber's study,
84% of srudents used the computer for word processing and 69% used a comp.ner for
Iitemure searcbe:s. The differences in the findings orVan Dover aDd Boblin's study and
the findings ofthis researcher's study were likely related to the 6 year time differeDce
between the two studies and the rapid advancements and use of infonnation tc:c.hnology in
health care apparent today.
Hospital Information Systems (H.I.S.) were used by 26% ofstudents and 18% of
faculty and administration. Chamber and Coates (1990) identitied that a low percentage
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ofstUdmt computer use in tbe clinical area in their study was a result oftbe low
availability ofcomputers in the c:tinical area. The Low usage ofH.lS. in this study by both
&cuJty and administration and students may be reBectiYe of the limited cIini<:aI experience
and the Jack ofavailability ofRlS. in the studeot c1inicaJ placements in the first year of
the program.. The Low use ofRIS. byfaadty and administration group overall was likely
rdued to 53% ofthe f'.acuIty and administrarion group designated. in administrative
positions. The D&ture ofan administrative position usually limits the clinical experiences
thereby limiting the need to use a hospital information system.
McBride and Nagle (1996) Doted that studeot nurses lacked experience in
computer applications other than word processing, therefore "indicating a lack of
undemanding oftbe beDefits and obstacles ofcornputcr use in health care" (p. 168). In
thi5 researcber"'s study. the findings revealed that both f'acu1ty and administration and
students bad minimal experiences in using oomputer applications which may have limited
their undemanding oftbe use ofcomputerS in health care. However, it was likely that
faaJlty'5 and administrUion I s lengthy experience in nunins would have contributed to
their UDdersunding of the obstacles and benefits ofusing com:putc::rs in health care.
The use ofspreadsheets and databases was reported by 47% of fiLculty and
administration and by 13% ofstudents. Use of spreadsbeets and databases may be more
prevalent in administrative positions than in faculty positions as a result ofadministrative
positions having more job related wks that require budgeting and tracking ofstudents
progress., therefore requiring knowledge ofand skill in the use ofspreadsbeets and
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databases. It may be likely that use ofspreadsbcets and databases by faculty would
incteue as more faculty researdl. projects are cooducted. The use ofspreadsbeets and
databases by students was low and may be indicative of the lack ofoecd by Sludmts to use
spreadsheets and databases in the first year of the program. However, this should not
negate their need to acquire Icnowled~and skill in the use ofdatabases and spreadsheets
later in their undergraduate program.
The use ofcomputer assisted instruction by ficuJty and administration wu 47-/..
It wu likely that this.oomber may be reflective of the use by faadty ofC.AI. m. their
classroom teachiDg. The amount of teaching by administrative personnel in the BN
(Collaborative) Program is limited and it was tberUore anticipated by the researcber that
their need to use C.Al in their position would be lower than fiIallty. Computer assisted
instruction was used by 21% ofstudents. This low percentage ofstudent use may be
reflective aCthe limited use oCC.A.I. in the BN (Collaborative) Prognm. The low
availability and applicability ofC.AI. for nursing education and the poSSl.ble lack of money
in operating budgetS for the purchasiDg of new software to aid in instruction in
undergraduate ooning programs may be factors that infIueoc:e the use ofC.A.t by &adty
and administration.
Graphic presentations wue used by 35% of&c:ulty and administnrion and 11% of
students. A3 the use ofcomputerized technology becomes more prevalent in nursing
education, it is likely that the use ofgraphic presentations by both faculty and
adminis:tmi.on may increase. This low usage by faculty and administration indicates the
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need for professional development sessions and, thereby, providing studems with the
aa::ess to bJowledgeable and sIri1led faculty aDd providing opportunities to use graphic
presemations. Since the studem: popuIaJ:ion had only ccperieDc:es limited to their tint year
of their undergradlWC nursing education, the need foc students to have knowledge and
sIriU in the use ofgraphic preseowions in the first year of the program is low. It was
likely that the use ofgnphic presentations by students may be • oec:essary skill as students
progress to the second. third and fourth year oftbe BN (Collaborative) Program.
Distance education and teleconferencing were wed by 12"/0 of faculty and
administratioo and 3% ofstudents. The ON (Collaborative) Program at the time ofdata
collection for this study did not have any courses offered through distance education
which may have contributed to the low usage oftbese computer applications by both
faculty and administration and students.
Faculty's and administration's and student's self·rated level ofcomputer expertise
iodicmd tba11rA and ze...~ advanced, 65% and 53% were intermediate and 24% and
45% were at a beginners level respectivdy. It is likety that the required mininaun
knowledge level ofinformation technology by &culty and administration working in an
uDdergraWatc program be at an intermediate level To ensure that faculty and
administration were at this level or higher, fiIculty development sessions or continuing
education progrnns which focus on the learning need of faculty and administration related
to information technology were required. Student's seJf·rated level ofexpertise at the
intennediate (53%) and beginning (45%) level by students may be due to 43% ofstudents
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having 2-5 yean ofcomputer experience and 16% of$bJ.dents having 6 months to I year
ofcomputer experience. As 45% ofstudents were at a beginners level, it may be an
indication of the need for an introductory course 00 infOnnatiOD technology to be offered
to students in the first semester ofthe first year of the BN (CoUaborative) Program.
Views of Ipformation Tecbnology 'Dd IIylth Cart
Analysis on the eight views of information technology and health care indicated
overaII that faculty and administration had stronger levels ofagreement or disagreement
than students. Although analysis indicated statistical significance on five views, overall the
views by both groups were in agreement and reflective oftheir positive views ofthe use of
IT and health care.
Both faculty and administration and students disagreed that the use of IT in health
care would lower the costs ofbealth care. 'This may not have reflected a negative view of
IT and health care but may have indicated both groups understanding that the adoption of
technology is expensive. Axford and Caner (1996) examined the views aCtwo groups of
nurses, computer users and computer nonusers. They found that in relation to cost that
neither group believed that the use ofa clinical infonnation system would decrease the
costs ofheallb care. They found, bowever, that the QOnuser group believed that health
care costs would increase.
Both faculty and administration had indicated disagreement with the view that the
use ofinformation technology has been attributed to job loss. The length ofexperience in
nursing education by fiLcu1ty and administration as indicated by the demographic data, was
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six years or greater. It was likeJy that faculty and administration bad witnessed the use of
information technology improving job proficiency mba" than causingjob loss. The
disagreement by both groups to this view is likely an indication of their positive attitude
towards the use of IT in health care. Bongartz (1988) studied the attitudes ofcomputet
users and nonusers towards computerizations and findings indicated that the computer
nonuser group viewed the computer as more of a threat to job security. There has been
much public debate over the loss ofemployment related to the introduction oftechnology
in the workplace. It might therefore have been expected that views in this study would
have been reOective oflhis concern. However, this researcher's findings indicated
disagreement by both groups that the use of infonnation technology in health care has
attributed to job loss..
Faculty and administration and students agreed with the view that the use of IT in
health care improves the quality of patient care. Research studies have been inconclusive
on the effect of technology on improving patient care (Adderley et aI. 1997; Brown et aI.
1995; Lewis et aI. 1992). As it was initiaUy anticipated that this view would have had
elicited more disagreement from participants, this levd ofagreement by both groups may
be attributed to a lack aCknowledge aCthe research on the effect oflT and the quality of
patient care. The result being that participants would respond to all views positively or
the beliefby participants that the use of technology in the clinical area equates
improvement in the quality ofcare.
nBoth faculty and administntiOD and students agreed with the view that the use of
IT bas an important role to play in beafth care. Faculty aad administraDon bid. suooger
level ofagreemeot with this view than students. It is likdy tbat the previous experic:nccs
ofbotb facutty IDd administration and students with information teclmo&ogy use bad
infIumced their agreement with this view. This level. ofagreemcm: by both faculty and
administration aod students may have also infIueoced their high Ievd of need by faculty
and administnItion and students for IT in the BN (CoUabomive) Program.
FacuJty and administration and students agreed with the view that the use nflT
saves time. The use oCe-mail had the highest percentage of usage among fiu:u1ty and
administration and students. Word processing and literature searches followed. 'Ibese
applications provide all individuals with an advantage ofsaving time. It is, therefore,
Iikdy that the use ofthese applK:ations by faculty and admitJistration and students may
have infiueoced their level ofagreement with the view that the use of IT in bealth care
saves time.
Both faculty and administration and students agreed with the view that the use of
IT in health care improves the excbaJlge of information. However, faadty and
administration had • stronger level ofagreement and this was statistically significant. This
level ofagreement by both groups is likely to have been influenced by faculty's and
administration's and student's use ofappfications or IT. It reSected efficiency in the
exchange ofinfonnation such as e-mail, word processing and literature searches using the
Internet.
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The level ofagreement with the view, that IT in bea1th care improved
communications may have been influenced by the faculty's and administration's and
student's experiences with these computer applications which have the benefit of
improving communications. Applications such as e-mail. word processing and literature
searches and hospital information systems were featured in this context. Although the use
of teleconferencing and distance education was viewed low by both faculty and
administration and students. knowledge of the benefits ofteleconferencing and distance
education was likely to have influenced their level ofagreement with the use of
information technology in health care improving communications.
Faculty and administration and students clisagreod with the view that the use of
information tec::hnology in health care represents a violation of patient privacy. Since the
issue oflT and its effect on patient privacy had been a topic of public debate, it was
expected by this researcher that agreement with this view was likely. The disagreement
indicated by faculty and administration was likely based upon their years ofexperience in
health care. and they bad probably witnessed the change from pen and paper activities to
computerized methods and the precautions that were followed to protect patients privacy.
The stronger level ofdisagreement by faculty and administration than students may have
been inWcative that faculty and administration felt confident in the teclmology utilized for
ensuring patient privacy when using information technology in health care.
It was expected by the researcber that students' knowledge and comprehension of
patient privacy issues in health care related 10 the use ofinfocmation technology may be
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somewhat limited. However, it may be likely that the use oflT in bealth care to these
students may Dol have represented a violation of patient privacy, but may have represented
an efficient method for the storage and retrieval ofpatiem information. Moreover, as
computerized databases and hospital information systems become essential to health care
it is likely that issues such as protection ofpatient privacy will become resolved. The
disagreement with the view by both groups that the use of IT in health care represents a
violation of patient privacy may have been an indication oftbe positive attitudes ofboth
faeuJty and administmion and students towards IT and health care.
The ranking of the views oflT and health care by both filculty and administration
and students evoked some common grouping. The views that reflected a positive view of
information technology were ranked high and those views that reflected a negative view
were ranked low. This similar ranking by both groups may have been an indication of
both faculty and administration and students' positive attitude towards the use of
information technology and health care.
The use of IT in health care saves time, the use of IT in health care improves the
exchange ofinformatioo and the use oflT in health care bas an important role to play
were ranked 4. 2 and 1 respectively by faculty and administration and I, 2 and 3
respectively by students. FacuJty and administration ranked the view the use of IT in
health care improves communication as 3'" and students ranked it as Slk. Faculty and
administration ranked the view, the use aflT in health care improves the quality ofpatient
care as 6110 and students ranked this view as 4....
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Faculty aDd administration ranked the view, the use oflT in bcaJtb care represents
a violation ofpatiem privacy IS 5· aod students ranked the view as"" wbicb.
correspoodcd to the faculty and administmion's level ofdisagreemeItt being greater than
studeuts on this view. Faa1lty and administration ranked tbeview the use orlT has
attributed to job loss in health care as .,. and students ranked the view as ~. Both faculty
and administration and students agreed that IT attributed to job loss, however, both
ranked this view low.
v""" or IgrofPIltiop Tul!polon apd N.niu moo
The views of information tc:choology and nursing practice by both faculty aod
administration and students indicated that both groups were in agn:emerrt on these views.
Both groups indicated disagreement with the negative views of IT and ouning prmice
and agreement with the positive views of IT and nursing practice. This provided evidence
for the positive views of faculty and administration and students on the views cfIT and
nlming practice. 0veraU., the faculty and administration group had a stronger level of
agreement or disagreement than the student group.
Tbcre was a high Ievd ofagreement by faculty and administration and stUdents 00
the view tha1 nurses Deed to have a role in the designing of patient I IlI.S. For nurses to
have a role in the design ofthis system they would need a high level oflmowledge and
skill of information systems. The high level ofagreement by faaJlty and administruion
may have been ret1ective of their need to access resources that would increase their
knowledge oebow systems work. This is likely foUowed by acquiring the knowledge
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required for the role ofdesigning patient I IUS. The high level ofagreement by students
may have been re8ec:tive of tbcir desire to baYe access to DeW kDowiedge on IT in their
nuniDg program that would prepare them for more advanced roles in the area of
information teclmology or entrance status in the profession. HeDdrick:son (1993)
disaJssed the imporwx::e ofhaving II1UX eogineers involved in the process of the
development of information systems and bow nursioa iovotvemeat eucouraged the
development of infonnation systCQlS to be used by nurses as more than just a replacement
ofpaperworlt.
The view that the use orlT by nursing increases costs by increasing nursing
workloads elicited disagreement by faculty and administration and students. This view
had two components, increasing cost and increasing nursing worldoads. It was difficult to
ascertain whether the cfisagreement expressed by W:ulty and administraJioo aDd students
was for increasing costs or for inaeasing nuning workloads or both. Ifthe disagreement
was for increasing costs it is in contrasl to both groups disagreement with a previous view
in this study. the use orlT will k)wertbe costs ofbca1th care. This rescarcbcr had
assumed that the disagreement was with the usc of IT increasing DUrSiog workloads and
that both &wIty and administration and studeots agreed that the use of information
tcchnology by nursing would increase costs.
The experience of using computer applications such as e-mail, word processing
and literature searches that can save money and reduce workload likely infiuenced faculty
and administration and students level ofdisagreemeuc with the use oCIT increasing costs
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IDd rIJtSing workloads. Hands on expaieoces with a bospital information system aDd the
Imowledge of these to reduce cost and ouniDg workloads probabfy bad influcoced the
level ofdisagreement cticited for this view.
Both groups Wtte in agreemem: with the view that acquisitioo ofIT skills by
mU'Si.ng improved nurses occupational satis&ctiOD and the use ofIT iDcreases wrses
professiooal status. The acquisition oCIT knowledge and skill by the fiM:u1ty and
administration and students may have resulted in an increase in their own penonal and
professional satisfaction with their respective work roles. Axford and Carter (1996) in a
study ofnurse computer users and nonusers found that both groups believed that
computers increased professional status. A feeling ofsatisfaction may have contributed to
both groups level. ofagrcement that acquisition or IT skills would improve nurses
ocalpational satisf4ctiOD. An increase in self-esteem as a result orIT sIcills acquisition and
knowI.edge may also have been a factor that coottibuted to the high. level ofagreement
with the use of IT by nursing improves l1U2S' OCQJpationai satisfacrion. As the
profession ofnursing undergoes change. JUSeS have been known to voice concerns with
job dissatisfaction. Improvement in their occupational satisf&ction through the
implementation of professional development may provide opportUnities for nurses to learn
new IT skills wbjch may be a useful strategy for employers to consider.
Both faaJlty and administration and students were in agreement with the view.
knowledge ofand skill in infonnation technology can assist in preparing nurses for the 21 11l
century. Faculty and administration had a stronger level ofagreement than students. The
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agreement by both groups may be an indication of the occd fOT faculty and administration
and nursing students to have the knowledge orand skill in the use orIT to ensure that they
are prepared for nursing roles in the 21- century and reflective of the importance the need
for IT in the BN (CoUaborative) Program.
Faculty and administration and students indicated disagreement with the view that
the use ofIT would depersonalize nursing care may again be indicative ofboth groups
positive view ofinformation technology and its application to health care and nursing.
With faculty's and administration's lengthy experience in nursing and their limited
experiences with IT, depersonalization ofnursing care did not appear to be a concern. As
access to clinical experiences in the first year ofthe program was limited, it was expected
that the students would have had a stronger level of disagreement than faculty and
administration. However, this was not indicated in the findings in this researchers study.
Both groups experience with computer applications such as H.I.S., was likely to have
contributed to their knowledge of the benefits such as providing nurses with more time for
patients care rather than depersonalizing nursing care. Adderley et aI. (1997) discussed
the implementation ofa paperless medical record stated that "the access to the patient
record through computerization has allowed more time for personalized patient care and
patient and staffinteraction" (po 45).
Faculty and administration and students agreed that the knowledge ofand skill in
using iofonnation technology will not only allow more time for patient care but the use of
information technology by nursing allows nurses an opportunity to improve patient care.
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Since provision ofthe optimum patient care is a goal of nursing, it was considered
important that both groups would be in agreement on this alleged benefit of the use of IT
in nursing practice. As experiences with applications oelT was limited in boUl groups. it
may be that their views had been fonned from having the knowledge of the benefits rather
than from the hands on experience.
Researchers have differed on their findings ofwhether nurses view the use of
computm in nursing practice as allowing the nurses more time for patient care. Abbott
(1993) found that stUdent nurses generally felt that patient care would be enhanced with
the continuous use ofcomputers. However, some students questioned whether the extra
time that the use of computers provided would be used by all nwses effectively. In
Axford's and Carter's (1996) study they found that nurses, whether they were computer
users or nonusen., did not believe that computers would increase the amount of time for
patient care. Howevea-, Pabst et aI. (1996) studied the effectiveness ofa computerized
documentation technology and found that "nurses on the automated unit increased the
time spent in direct care activities" (p. 28).
The benefit of improved patient care with the use ofinfonnation technology in
nursing practice may be seen through the technology providing access to current databases
ofinformation to facilitate informed decision-making. McDaniels (1997) in a study to
develop and evaluate a database for managing patient care information found that "nurses
must have rdiable, easy acce:ssi.ble. up to the minute data to make appropriate care
decisions that lead to improved patient outcomes across the care continuum" (p. 129).
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Bair, Brown, Pugh, Borucki and Spatz (1996) discussed bow the use oCIT allows nurses
the access to current knowledge. It was through the skill in using IT that allows nurses
access to current knowledge which may aid in the improvement ofpatient care.
The ranking ofthe views of IT and nursing practice by both filcuJty and
administration and students had been reflective orooth groups positive attitude towards
the use ofinformation technology and nursing practice. Both faculty and administration
and students ranked the view, that nurses needed to have a role in the design ofpatient!
HJ.S. as number one and ranked the view that knowledge orand skill in IT can assist in
preparing nurses for the 2101 century as number two. It was likely that the high ranking of
these views by both groups have been reflective oftheir quest to be knowledgeable and
skilled in the use of IT in nursing practice.
Faculty and administration ranked views that reflected the patient and patient care
as 3"', 411I, 511I and 6tJt.. This may have been a result offacuIty's and administration's focus
on patient care as the essence of nursing practice. Faculty and administration ranked the
view, the use of IT skills by nuesing improves nurses occupational satisfaction and the use
orlT by nursing increases nurses professional status as ~ and 8·, The ranking oftbese
views may have been a reflection of the knowledge ofand experience in numog pl1l.ctice
by f.lcuIty and administration and their commitment to issues related to patient care. The
ranking may be suggestive that faculty and administration would prioritize issues related to
patient care as more important than issues related to occupational or professional status of
the nurse.
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Students ranked the view. the use oefT by nunillg ioc:reues nurses professional
swus as 3" wbicb may have been refJective of their need as studems for professional
status in the career in which they are embarting. The differeoce betwceu the ranking of
this view by students as J" and faa1lty and administration as 5" demoD5trated the greatest
differences ofopinion between these two groups on the views related to IT aod nuning
practice.
Students ranked views that deals with patient care as ...... 5·, and 6· which is
similar to the faculty's and administration's ranking. Students ranked the view. the use of
information technology by nursing would depersonaJ.iz.e nursing care as gil' which may
have been reflective of lheir view that the use of IT and depersonalizing patient care is not
an issue.
It was concluded from the ranking ofthe views 00 information teclmology and
nursing practice that both groups had similar patterns ofagreement and ofboth faa.Ilty's
and administration's and student's~ attitudes toward the use oflT in nursing
practice.
Vte'W' of IgrOnpatioD TedlDoIon 'Dd Npnip' Echgtio.
There: were eight views ofinformation technology aod nursing education. There
was agreement by both faculty and administration and students on each oftbese views.
Statistical analysis indicated significance on four views.
Both groups agreed with the view that knowledge ofand skill in the use of IT is a
requirement for lifelong learning. The higher level ofagreement by the faculty and
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administmion may have been a result oftheir lengthy experieace mrl1ning education and
a collUDitment to lifdong 1eamiDg. The student's level ofagreemem may have been an
iDdicItioD of their underslaoding that Ieaming is lifelong add knowtedge of aDd skill in the
use ofinformalion tedmology is a component oflife long learning.
Tberc was agreement. by both groups that the use ofinformation techooIogy in
nursing education improves graduates IIIlII'kelabili for empk)ymc:m. Ifstudents believed
graduating from an undergraduate nursing program wbidl offers a strong IT component in
their curriculum as providing them with improved employment opponunities. then
admission into these undergraduate programs would likely be in demand by increasing
numbers ofstudents. Doorlcy et aI. (1994) in their rationale for including infOrmatiOll
technology in nursing education staled ..after graduation these students required less
orientation time to the hospital information system as new employees. thus saving time
and money for the hospital. In addition, these individuals bad a greater comfort levd with
computers and generate more careplans for theic patients" (p. 162)". For faculty and
administration ofoorsing undergraduate programs, the inclusion of IT in mu'Sing prognms
may also serve as a variable for improved llW'1t:.eubiIity aod viability oftheir nursing
prognm.
Although not statistically significant., both groups were in agreement with the view,
the clinical competence ofstudents shou.ld be evaluated clinically. The students' level of
agreement on this view was the lowest level reported in this study. This low level of
agreement was reflective of faculty's and administration's and students' lack ofexperience
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with clinical applications of IT such IS bospita1 information systems. This limited
c:xperieDce with H.LS. may have been a source orrear oroc intimidation by clinical
evalua:tion ofcomputer c:ompetence by both &cutty and administration and studatts. A
study by SiDdair and Gardner (1997) ofmuse educators peroeptions of IT in nursing
education aDd fouod that 31% ofnurse educators felt that students' computer skills should
have beeo assessed in the clinical area which is similar to the fiodinss in this reseatebc:rs
study. Sinclair and Gacdner" did DOt explore the reason for this low pc:rccmage.
Both groups were in agreement with the view that students gnduating from the
BN (Collaborative) Program in Newfoundland and Labrador should demonstrate
competence in using H.LS. The use ofbospital information systems was low by both
groups. The BN (CoUaborative) Program was viewed IS needing vigorous W:ulty
deveiopmeot sessions on RI.S. and to develop a curriculum that would have facilitated
aDd ensured that gRduates were competent with using bospital information systems. In
their discussi.on of the benefits ofbeing connected with a hospitaJ information system,
Doorley et a1. (1994) stated, '"the benefits orhaving. nursing information~t
system induded enhanced student motivation. professional socWizatjon. the ability to
understand the wboIe clinical picture and dea-eased fear oftecbnology" (po 160).
Both groups were in agreement with the view that students graduating from the
BN (Collaborative) Program in Newfoundland and Labrador should be competent with
computer applications such as Internet searches, e·maiJ and word processing. This
agt"eemcOl by both groups may suggest that the required skills were considered essential
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skills for oursing students graduating from undergraduate prograIm. These findings may
have indicated the need for the BN (Collaborative) Program in Newfoundland and
Labrador to address these skills in the first semester to provide learning opportunities to
ensure competency in these skills by students graduating from their undergraduate
program. To ensure competency oraD filcuIty and administration in computer applications
such as Internet searches., e-mail and word processing, faculty development sessions
would also need to be provided.
There was agreement by both filculty and administration and students with the
view, the BN (Collaborative) Program in Newfound1and and Labrador should offer a
required course on information tec::hnology. The level of agreement by facuJty and
admin.istration was the lowest level for the views of information technology in this study.
Although the mean score had not indicated disagreement with this view. it bad indicated
that more faculty and administration were in disagreement with this view than any other
view in this study. Overall, students' level of agreement was higher than the faculty's and
administration's level ofagreement.
Both groups were in agreement with the view that the BN (CoUaborarive)
Program should offer an elective course on information technology. Students bad a higher
level of agreement than faculty and administration. Both faculty and administration and
students had a higher leve! of agreement for an elective course than for a requited course
which may have been an indication that both groups supponed the BN (CoUaborative)
Program offering an elective course on infonnation technology.
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Faculty's and administntioo's and students' level ofagrcement was identical for
the view. the need for impJementation of IT must be addressed in the BN (Collaborative)
Program in Newfoundland and Labrador. The higb level ofagreement on this view may
have been an indication aCthe quest and commitment ofootb faculty and administration
and students with their perceived need for and implementation of information technology
in the BN (Collaborative) Program. Students did, however, rank this view higher than the
faculty and administration which may have been an indication that this view was
considered to be ofa greater need to the students.
The ranking of views by faculty and administration may bave been reflective of
their commitment to learning. They ranked the following views the highest: students
graduating from the BN (Collaborative) Program need to be competent with computer
application such as Internet searches, e-.mail and word processing; knowledge ofand skill
in the use of information technology is a requirement for lifelong learning; the use of
information technology in nursing education improves graduates marketability for
employment, and students graduating from the BN (Collaborative) Program should
demonstrate competence in using patient information systems. Faculty's and
administration's ranking indicated their cautious view ofthe development ofan elective or
required coune on IT in the BN (Collaborative) Program and their possible intimidation of
evaluating student's computer competence clinically which may have been a resuJt of
limited experiences with HI.S.
9\
Students' ranking ofviews of information technology and nursing education may
have been suggestive oftheir own oec:ds as nursing students. Views tba1 were ranked
highest by students were those that have II. direct impact on them as nursing students. The
views that were ranked the highest were, the use of information technology in nursing
education improves graduates marketability for employment, the BN (Collaborative)
Program should offer an elective course on information technology. the need for
implementation oflT must be addressed in the ON (Collaborative) Program in
Newfoundland and Labrador and the view that students graduating from the BN
(Collaborative) Program need to be competent with computer applications sucb as
Internet searches. e-mail and word processing. Student's ranking may have been
suggestive that they may also be intimidated with computer competence being evaluated
clinically which may have been in direct relationship to their limited experiences with
hospital information systems.
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YiswJ of l.renDltion Tuhnolosy.ad Nyninc Edpc:atioo
by Faculty aad Admiaistrltion
Based 00 the responses by faculty and administration on these views, it was
concluded that faculty and administration bad revealed a positive attitude towards the use
of information technology and nursing education. The viewtbat was negative in context,
the use of IT in nursing education was considered an added stress to faculty and
administration with lime benefit to students. indicated disagreement by faculty and
administration The view that was positive in context, the use oflT as teaching method
met the learning styles ofnursing students, evoked some disagreement. There has been
much debate in education on how applications of IT can meet the learning styles of
students. therefore. it was anticipated by this researcher that there would have been more
disagreement by faculty and administration on this view.
Le!ming Need.!: Faculty and Administr!tion
Faculty's and administration's rankingofleaming needs indicated their need to be
knowledgeable and skilled in computer assisted instruction, Internet resources, distance
education, hospital information systems, educational tracking. statistical packages and
electronic communications. Electronic communications bad been used by all faculty and
administration (100010). However. it was ranked as 4" which may be suggestive that
facuJty and administration require more knowledge in the use ofelectronic
conununications. Although basic skills such as word processing and literature searches
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were ranked low. both knowledge and skill in these applications may still be a learning
need for some faculty and administration.
Faculty and administration ranked the higher skilled applications such as expert
decision making, decision support and quality assurance low which is likely and indication
offaculty's and administration's realistic view of their learning needs. These applications
would require an advanced levd of competence and data bad indicated that only 12% of
faadty and administration bad rated themselves as advanced.
LearaiDg Needs" Studtpts
Faculty and administration and students ranked the same five topics for studenu'
learning needs as the most important. These topics were literature searches, Internet
resources, word processing, computer assisted instruction, and hospital infonnation
systems. Complex applications such as flowcharts, spreadsheets, decision support,
statistical packages and expert decision making were ranked lower. Both groups ranked
literature searches III and spreadsheets last. Electronic communication was ranked 6111 by
faculty and administration and gllo by students. The low ranking ofelectronic
communication may have been reflective offacu1ty's and administration's and students'
belief that students have electronic communications mastered. Previous data in this study
indicated that 80"/. of the students used e-mail. however. the complexity ore-mail use was
not explored. Although electronic communications was not ranked high by faculty and
administration and students, it may have been likely that electronic communications may
be a learning need for some students.
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The close ranking ofstudent learning needs by faculty and administration and
students may have been indicative orthe knowledge level of both of these groups on the
need for IT in undergraduate programs. These two groups, faculty and administration and
students were so different with respect to age, educational preparation and experience and
computer use, it was curious that both groups ranked the learning needs ofstudents in the
BN (Collaborative) Program so closely. The ranking by both groups may have been an
indication of their awareness and knowledge of the needs of the students to be skilled and
knowledgeable in the use ofinfonnation technology.
The ranking ofleaming topics by faculty and administration and students was
suggestive that they need to learn more about all the applications. This enthusiasm for
learning was likely an indication of their quest for knowledge and skill, The positive
responses may have been an indication that both groups limited exposure to many of the
applications have made it difficult to discriminate among the group ofleaming topics in
the survey.
The identification and ranking of the learning needs by both groups may be used by
the BN (Collaborative) Program to direct curriculum changes for the content and the
sequencing ofcourse material. Carter and Axford (1993) studied the computer learning
needs of practicing nurses and stated, "the study supports the notion that expert opinion
should be sought in determining appropriate content for computer curricula. However, it
was the inclusion of novice opinion that helps to direct the priorities for topic
presentation" (p. 125).
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Qpe!-Ended Stlltemptl: Flc:ulty and Ad..iDistntiop
The Faculty and Administration Survey presented three open-ended statements.
The first was: "In your opinion, what are students' learning needs related to the inclusion
of IT in the BN (CoUaborative) ProgramT The responses by faallty and administration to
statement #1 were reOective of these students' needs that were identified by faculty and
administration earlier in this study. These included computer applications such as word
processing. computer assisted instruction. hospital infonnation systems. literature and
Internet searches. Overall the wrinen responses offacu1ty and administration highlighted
the importance of students having the skill and knowledge to access information. The
consistency demonstrated by faculty and administration ofthc identificatioo ofthese
students needs was likely an indication of their coounitment to these learning needs being
included in the undergraduate curriculum.
The second open-ended question was: "In your opinion, what are faculty's and
administration's most important needs related to the inclusion afIT in the BN
(Collaborative) Program?" Faculty and administration responses to this statement #2
highlighted the faculty's and administJation's learning needs they identified earlier in this
chapter. The need for faculty to have the skill and knowledge to use computer assisted
instruction was noted by nine participants which may have been a strong indication oftbe
need offaculty and administration to have sessions on this method of instruction. Faculty
and administration had identified and ranked CAL as their most important learning need.
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Other computer applications that were frequently addressed in the responses of
faculty aDd administration in statc:mem: III was the need of faa1lty aDd administration to
Ieam basic skills such as word processing. literature searcbes. use of the Internet. lHn&il
and bospitaI information systems. Although onfy one respondent Slated the need for
professioaal development, the need of faculty and administration to have access to
knowI«Ige and skill on the compu.... app6calK>.. would likely be oa;omplisbcd througl>
faculty I professional development sessions.
The third item was a statement which read: "Please write any comments that you
feel are important related to the inclusion oflT in the ON (Collaborative) Program".
Faculty and administnlltiOD responses to statement #3 indicated that faaJ]ty and
administration are positive towards the use of IT in the ON (Collaborative) Program.
Four participantS indiCII:ed that IT should be • cwricuIwn thread nltber than • single
course while two participants felt that an elective course should be developed One
respoodatt indicated that an important maar in the process ofimplementing IT into the
ON (Collaborative) Program is the need for greater financial and human resources to
ensure the competencies ofW:ulty and students.
Overall, the responses by &ailiy and administration indicated their commitment to
their leaming needs and the learning needs ofstudents. The positive responses offaculty
and administration to these questions was comparable to the positive attitude and
responses to questions and views contained in the Faculty and Administration Survey.
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Opn-t:lKled Stat.cgtJ· Stpdgts
The Student Survey consisted oftwo opeu-eoded statemeIUS. The 6r5l question
was.: "In your opinion, what are students most important needs related to the inclu.sioo of
IT in the BN (Collabomive) Program'!' The students' responses indicated coasisteocy ill
the idaWficarion of their IeamiDg needs aDd their positive attitude towards IT. There was
one negative student comment.. "I do not think itis~. from a total of91 student
rcspooses which is likely and indication aCme positive attitudes of this group ofnuning
students oftbe need for inclusion orIT in the BN (Collaborative) Program. Students
indicated their learning needs related to basic information technology skills such as word
proccssin& literature searches, skills in using the Internet, computer assisted instruction
and hospital information systems. The need for proper instruction in learning to use IT
was indicated by seven students.
The term "computer fireme" was used by six students in reference to their needs.
Although computer titentc or literacy is used frequently in nursing literature, this
~ bad avoided the term "Computer Literate" in the Student Survey because oftbe
many definitions found in the Iitcnture which would liicely cause confusion for the
participaots. However, the use oftbis item by six srudcnts is likely an indication oftbeir
need to be competent in the use orlT applications. The need for a basic computer course
was addressed as a need by six students.
The second item read: "Please write any comments that you feel are important to
the inclusion orIT in the BN (CoUaborative) Program", Students' responses to the
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second statement indicated the positive view ofstudems forthe ioclusioo. of IT in the ON
(Collaborative) Program. T'bere wef"e two negative student comments in the S8 rcspooscs
to this statement. The oeed for an elective course was addressed by seven students wbiIe
two studeots thought there should be a requited coune. FIVC students suggested that a
computer- course should be offered in the first semcsterofthe ON (Collaborative)
Prognm. The remainder of the comments referred gcneraUy to the inclusion of IT in the
ON (Collaborative) Program as a benefit to the students enroUed in this progrun.
This chapter has discussed the findings aCthe study and their relationship to other
research. The findings suggested that both faculty and administration and students bad a
rugh level. of perceived need for infonnation technology in the BN (CoUaborative)
Program as both groups indicated agreement with the view, the need for implementation
oflT mJSl be addressed in the ON (Collaborative) Program in Newfoundland and
Labrador. Computer use by faaJlty and admini.stration and studeats was generally limited
to basic application such as word processing. Iitenture sean:bes and electronic::
commmications. FIDdings indicated that both fac:ulty and administmiOD and SlUdents had
a positive view of information technology and health care. nursing practice and nursing
education.
The nutk offaculty's and administration's learning needs indicated computer
assisted instruction, Internet resources, distance education, hospital information systems
and educational tracking as their most important learning needs. Both groups ranked the
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same five topics for student learning needs in the top five. literuure searches, Internet
resources. word processing, computer assisaed instructiOll and bospital informatioa
systemS. Responses to open-ended questions indicated a positive view ofboth faa1Ity and
admini.stration and students for the inclusion ofinformatioo technology in the BN
(Col1aborative) Program.. M. researcher and a nurse c:ducalor. the positive views and
,"gh level ofpen:e;v'" oeed fo' IT in the BN (Collabonlive) Program exp<=ed by bom
groups was encouraging. However, this positive nature may be the result oC"sociaJ
desirability'" by the participants. Chaptet VI will summarize the findings. address the
implicatio~ for nursing education and research and present conclusions.
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ell.pter VI
ImpiiatiODS aDd CODdusioas
This chapter presents the conclusions and recommendations for the ON
(CoUaborative) Program in Newfoundland and Labrador. Implications for nursing
research are discussed.
~
The purpose of this research was (1) to measure and explore the relationship
between two variables.. nursing students' level of perceived need for IT in their
undergraduate program and the nursing undergraduate filcuIty's and administration'5 level
of perceived need for infonnation technology in the BN (CoUaborative) Program; (2) to
measure and compare the views of faculty and administration and students in the BN
(CoUaborative) Program on the role ofinformatioo technology and health care, nursing
practice and nursing education; (3) to measure the information technology learning needs
of faculty and administration; and (4) to measure the infonnation technology learning
needs of students by faculty and administration and students.
The findings ofthis research indicated that both faculty and administration and
students had a high level of perceived need for the inclusion of information technology in
the BN (CoUaborative) Program curriculum. This research study measured and compared
the views orooth faculty and administration and students towards the use of information
technology and health care. nursing practice and nursing education. Views by both groups
were positive. The information technology learning needs offaculty and administration
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and stUdents were revealed. Data indicated the thirst offilaJIty and administration and
students to acquire knowledge and skill in the usc orIT. This infonnation may be used by
the BN (Collaborative) Program in Newfoundland and Labrador to guide the
implementation of information technology in the program that may meet the needs of both
faculty and administration and students.
RgmmcncbtioDl for tbe BN (CoDaborativc) Program
1be recommendations are based on the findings of this research.
Establish an "Information Technology Committee" that would guide the BN
(Collaborative) Program's changes in Quriculum related to information
technology. This committee would have representation from faculty,
administration. students. learning resource personnel and an external "IT Expert".
Members should be knowledgeable and skilled in the use of information
technology in nursing education and health care.
Implement information technology as a curriculum thread in all classroom and
clinical courses.
Use the students' IT learning needs identified by faculty and administration and
students to guide the curriculum changes.
Develop an introductory course that would be offered in the first semester of first
year that addresses basic skills and introduces issues of using technology in nursing
and health care.
Develop an elective course "Information Technology and Nursing".
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Evaluate the information technology learning oeeds offac:u!ty. administntioo and
swdents yearly to ensure that stra1e8ies that ate impkmc::oted to provide learning
opportunjties that arc CUlTa1t.
Devdop and implemc:ot faculty development scmiJws that address the IT learning
needs of faculty and administration.
Faculty and Idministralioo should be suppa"cd by the BN (CoIIabonrive)
Program to complete external information tectmology courses.
NoninlRmaccb
R.escarch 00 the identification off8culty and administration and students' IT
learning needs in undergraduate programs that would guide cwriaJ.Ium changes.
Research on the effects of implementing information technology in undergraduate
programs on SlUdents' learning and on faculty and administration occupational and
professional satisfaction.
Research on the effects ofimplcmenting information techno~ 00 the
mute:tability of students Cor employment upon graduation and on the demaod for
admissioo by students to the undergraduate program.
Research 00 the effects ofusing applications of information technology as a
teaching method (C.A.I.) on students' learning.
Research to validate the effects ofusing information technology applications on
patient outcomes., nurses productivity and cost effectiveness.
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A large portion of nursing research on infonnarion technology bas dealt with the
attitudes ofnunes and nursing students towards computer use. Although this research
bas been valuable. it is time for nursing researchers and educators to evaluate the effects of
using technology on student learning and on patient care. The findings ofthis study have
indicated that the BN (CoUaborative) Program in Newfoundland and Labrador must
embrace tc:chnology and develop a curriculum that is grounded in providing students with
tbe knowledge ofand skill in the use ofinformation technology in health care that will
prepare them fur nursing in the 21- centwy.
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Sta.ndard 13
Professional Responsibilities
THE REGIS7ERED NURSE HAS TO FULFlU PROFESSIONAL RESPON,;Jr.lUTIl":
IN HER/HIS INDEPENDENT. Il+rlF.RDEPENDENT. AND ADVOCACYH(lU::
The mininwm competency for the beginning prxtitioner.
\].01 FUIlctions within the legislation and established policies related to lhe individual's
rights and the RN's obligations. such as:
(a) (Newfoundland) Registered Nunes Act, RSN R-9, 1990 and By laws (199J);
(b) ARNN, Quality ofNursing Care Slandards (1984) including Standards of
Nursing Care for the Aged (1986);
(c) ARNN, AdvancedN~g and MedicaJ Nursing Shared Slcills (l99J) and;
(d) CNA, Code ofEthks for Nurses (1991).
(e) the implications of the Canadian Charter ofHuman Rights and Freedorm;
(f) agency policies and procedures;
(g) identification ofindividuals;
(h) obtaining consents for nursing care;
(i) the maintenance of health records;
(j) use of narcotic and controlled rnedicatio~
(k) reporting ofincidenlS;
(I) implications of the Mental Health Act;
(m) implications of the Child Welfare Act and Neglected Adults Act; and
(n) Emergency Medical Aid Act.
13.02 Uses means to protect the individual's and family's rights with respect to:
(a) confidentiality;
(b) privacy and dignity;
(c) beliefs and values;
(d) participation in decisions affecting hislher care;
(e) access to information; and
(f) informed and voluntary consent to or withdrawal ofconsent to, care.,
treatment, and participation in research.
13.03 Exercises individual judgement in the perfonnance of medically prescnbed
regimes and questions any member oftbe health team when necessary, regarding
a particular aspect ofme plan ofcare.
13.04 Exercises individual judgement in the perfonnance ofagency policies, procedures
and job respoDSlbilities and questions the appropriate person when considered
inappropriate.
13.05 u accountable for own actions.
13.06 Demonstrates ability to evaluate own competence.
13.07 Refrains from practising beyond herlhis competence.
13.08 Repons incidents ofunsafe nursing practice to the appropriate wthority (eg.
dishonesty, incompetency, habit or illness rendering a person (RN) unfit to care
for individuals. conduct lhat does oat conform to the standards of the profession,
and conduct that is unbecoming ofa muse as defined in the ..ARNN, Guidelines
for a Hearing by the Discipline Comminee ofARNN...")
13.09 Repons unsafe pnlcrices ofother members of the health team to the appropriare
peno"'.
13.l0 Participates in maintaining and improving the quality of health care:
<a) shares nursing knowledge with others;
(b) promotes improvements in policies and procedures related to llUrsing care;
(c) initiates mechanisms for resolving concerns and conflictS refated to quality of
care and/or nursing practice.
13.11 Actively seeks opportunities for prof~ionaJ development.
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mMemoriale University of NewfoundLmd
Faculty O' Ed\IQDon
May 28, 1997
Dear Karen and Colleen,
After reviewing your resubmission. I am satisfied that you have addressed the
concerns raised by the Ethics Review Committee. I would however, like 10 point
out that a statement informing participants thai they may refuse to answer any
c;uestion be added 10 the letter Ie questionnaire respondents.
We wish you all the best in your work.
Sincerely.
T. Seifert \
Ethics Review Committee
cc: Dr. G. Hache
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Survey: Facol'! aDd Admi.listralion
J.D. Number _
The following statements describe some aspects of infonnatioll technology and its application Itl
nursing.
Inrormatioll Technology refers to those systems (programs plus computers) used to manage and
process information (Corcoran and Graves 1989). It includes the use or software and computer
technology specifically the use ofcomputers for word processing, literature searches, internet aod the
world web access for infomlation, the use ofinfonnation systems, e-mail and computer assisted
instruction (tutorial, simulation, and drill and raetice).
Please answer the following 17 questions relllltd 10 demographics llnd con1lJUter use,
1. Do you currently use a computer?
--yes
2. Where do you use a computer?
_At home
_At work
__ I do not use a computer
J. Do you own or have access to a computer at home?
_Yes _No
4. Do you have access to a computer at work?
_Yes _No
5 How long have you used a computer?
never __ 2 to 5 years
-<6 months __ more than 6 years
6 months to I year
6. How many hours per week do you use a computer at home?
o hours 5-8 hours
-0-1 hours 90rmore
2-4 hours
7. How many hours per week do you use a computer at work?
o hours 5-8 hours
0-1 hours 9 or more
_2-4 hours
8. In your teaching or administrative role, please./ the computer applications that you use?
_Computer Assisted Instruction __ Graphic Presentations
_SpreadsheetlDatabase Data Input __ Hospital Information Systems
_Word Processing __ Literature Searches
_ TeleconferencelDistance Education __ Electronic Mail
9. Have you completed a course in infonnation technology?
_Yes __ No. go to question II
10. If yes, how many hours was the infonnation technology course?
1-5 hours 16-25 hours
6- I5 hours 26-36 hours
II. How would you rate your level ofexpertise in using a computer?
_Beginner __ Advanced
_Intermediate __Never used a computer
12. What is your age?
_18-25 years 46-55 years
_26-35 years --over 55
_36-45 years
13. What is your sex?
_male female
14. What is the highest degree you hold?
_ Diploma in nursing __ Master's Degree in Education
_ Bachelor's Degree in Nursing __ Doctorate Degree
_Master's Degree in Nursing
15. What is your job classification?
_Faculty _Administration
16. What is your clinical area ofexpertise?
_ surgery __surgical I medical intensive care
_medicine __coronary intensive care
_obstetrics __emergency
-----psychiatry __operating I recovery room
-----pediatrics
_community
----Jerontology
_other, pleasespeciry, _
17. How many years have you taught nursing?
_less than 5 years __ 16-20 years
_6-10 years __over 20 years
_11-15 years
Arter reading each ofthe 52 stlitemenu~ the number Ihat best expmses ),our view.
l - slronger agree J - disagree NA - not applicable
2 • a ree 4 - siron Iy disa ref:
I. The use of Information Technology will lower the cost
of health care.
2. The use of Information Technology has been attributed
to job loss in heallh care
J. TIle use of Infonnation Technology in health care
improves: the quality of patient care.
4. The use oflnfonnation Technology has an important
role to play in health care.
5. The use oflnfomtation Technology has improved the
exchange ofinfonnation in health care
6. The use of Information Technology in health care saves
time.
7. The use of Information Technology in health care
improves communications.
8. The use of Information Technology in health care
represents a violation ofpatien! privacy.
9. The use ofInfonnation Technology and its application to
nursing makes you uncomfortable.
10. Nurses need Lo have a role in the designing ofpatietlll
hospital information systems.
II. The use of Information Technology by nursing increases
cosls by increasing nurses workloads.
12. 111e use of Information Technology has reduced the
amount of paperwork completed by nurses.
IJ. Acquisition oflnfonnation Technology skills improves
nursing occupational satisfaction.
14. Knowledge and skill of Inronnaticn Technology can
assist in preparing nurses for the 21 st century.
15. The use ofInformation Technology will depersonalize
nursing care.
I 2) 4 NA
I 234 NA
1 2 ) 4 NA
I 234 NA
1 2) 4 NA
12) 4 NA
1 234 NA
I 2 J 4 NA
1234 NA
I 2 3 4 NA
12) 4 NA
I 234 NA
I 234 NA
I 2 ] 4 NA
I 2 3 4 NA
16. Knowledge and skill oflnfonnation Technology by
nurses will allow more time for patient care.
17. The use of Information Technology allows nurses an
opportunity to improve patient care.
18. The use of Information Technology by nurses takes time
away from direct patient care.
19. The use ofInformation Technology by nurses increases
nursing's professional status.
20. Knowledge of and skill in the use of Information
Technology is a requirement for lifelong learning.
21. The use of Information Technology by faculty improves
the delivery of nursing education.
22. The cost of implementing Information Technology in
nursing education is too expensive for nursing.
23. The use oflnformation Technology as a teaching
method meets the learning styles ofstudents.
24. The majority of students entering nursing undergraduate
programs are computer literate.
25. The use of Information Technology by nurse educators
improves the quality of traditional teaching methods.
26. The use ofInformation Technology in nursing education
improves faculty productivity.
27. The use oflnformation Technology in nursing education
improves graduates marketability for employment.
28. The use oflnformation Technology in nursing education
is an added stress to faculty and administration with little
benefit to students.
29. Nurse educators need more formal educational
opportunities regarding the use and application of
Information Technology in teaching.
30. The computer competency ofnursing students should
be evaluated clinically.
I 2 J 4 NA
12 J 4 NA
I 2 J 4 NA
I 2 3 4 NA
I 2 J 4 NA
I 2 J 4 NA
I 2 3 4 NA
1 2 3 4 NA
[ 2 3 4 NA
[ 2 J 4 NA
I 2 3 4 NA
1 234 NA
I 2 J 4 NA
I 234 NA
I 2 3 4 NA
J I. Students graduating from the BN (Collaborative)
Program in Newfoundland and Labrador should
demonstrate competence in using patient information
systems.
32. Students graduating from the BN (Collaborative)
Program in Newfoundland and Lab~dor should be
competent with computer applications such as internet
searches. email and word processing.
33. The BN (Collaborative) Program in Newfoundland and
Labrador should olTer a required course on Inrormation
TecbnoIogy.
34. The need for implementation orJnformation Tecllnology
must be addressed in the BN(Collaborative) program in
Newfoundland and Labrador.
35. The BN (Collaborative) Program in Newfoundland and
Labrador should offer an elective course on Infonnation
Technology.
1 2) 4 NA
I 2) 4 NA
I 2) 4 NA
I 2) 4 NA
I 2) 4 NA
Using the following scale please nile the applicability of tile following lopics 10 your lIeed
for inclusion iD faculty development scuions.
1 - strongly agree
I-a ~
J. disagree
4 • stron I disa eft
NA - nol applicable
)6. Word processing I , ) 4 NA
37. Computer Assisted Lnstruction I 2 ) 4 NA
38. Literature searches I 2 ) 4 NA
)9. Internet resources I 2 ) 4 NA
40. Spreadsheets I 2 ) 4 NA
41. Budgets I 2 ) 4 NA
42. QuaJityassurance I 2 ) 4 NA
4). Staffing I 2 ) 4 NA
44. Flowcharts I 2 ) 4 NA
45. Decision support I 2 ) 4 NA
46. Electronic communications 1 2 J 4 NA
47. Expert decision making 1 2 J 4 NA
48. Hospital infonnation systems 1 2 J 4 NA
49. Distance education 1 2 J 4 NA
50. Telemedicine 1 2 J 4 NA
51. Educational tracking 1 2 J 4 NA
52. Other 1 2 J 4 NA
The remaining three questions an open-ended which require ",riUen responses. YOII IllAy
write on the back or the a It if necess_ .
53. [n your opinion what afe students most important needs related to the inclusion of
Infonnation Technology in the BN(Collaborative) Program?
54. In your opinion what are faculty's/ administration's most important needs related 10 the inclusion 01
information technology in the BN(Collaborative) Program?
55. Please write any comments that you feel are important related 10 the inclusion orInformation
Technology in the BN(Collaborative) Program.
Thank you for your tiAle and interest in complding this survey.
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Sepl.e:mber 16,19Cli
Thank you lOr agreeing to participate in the pilotil1',,{ Oflhis quantitative surve:y of
i;lculty and administration in the: IlN(CollaborativcJ Program. The answers you
provide to the questions in the survey will be included in the study's collection of
dat::l and subsequent. analysis. Guideli~s a~ att:J.ched at the end ufthe survey tn
assist you in evahJ.l1ting: the survey.
When you comple::te the survey and feecbK:k. pkasc place both documents in the
self-addressed envelope: provided and ~tum to me as soon as possibh: I .....ould
like to r«:eive your survey and feedback by Thursday. Septc:mber 25.1997. If you
nave ~y questions please call me a17S4-8932 or email k.a..enned(~nune.nr.ca.
Yours very truly,
Karen Kennedy
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F:lculty of Educalion
Memorial University of Newfoundland
SI. John's, Newfoundland
Consent To r:lrtici(1~le In Rcse~rt"h
Tide: A Two r:lr1 Study to Delermine Ihe N~ture of l1nll Need for Infonualiun
TechnololD' in The UN (Collabor"lllivc) ProCr.tnl in Ncwfoundland l10d w.br.ulor
Invcsligl1tor. Kl1rell Kcnnedy 754 -&932
Supervisor: Dr. George Hache 737·7630 (Facully ofEduc<llionl
Third ~non conract: Dr. Linda Phillips 737-8587 (Associate Dean oflhc Facully of
Education)
PU'll0se of lhe Study: To demonstrate quantitalively the sludenlS', facuhys' ;lud
administrations' needs for information technology in the BN(Collaboralive) Progr:ull. The
results oflhis study maybe the impetus for nursing sludenls and educators to value Ihe
compre~ve inclusion of informalton lechnology in lhe four year BN (CoUilborativel
Program as essenlial for Ihe preparalion of nurses for the 2151 ccnlury This $ludy has
received Ihe approval oflhe Elhic.s Review Comminee oflhe Facully of EduclIion.
Procedure for Infomu,lion Galhering: A Sfl1,lClured qucslionnilire develop«! by Ihe
researcher will be used to g.lther dilla from SludenlS. facully and adminislralloo. The uSt:
nl' a qucstionnaire will offer complete anonymity. All informalion is conlidenrial nle
queslionnaire will consist of qUeslions relaled fa demographic dala addressing age. 5e.'I:.
educational preparalion, clinical preparalion. clinical area ofexpeni~ and a fIVe item
Liken-Iype scale will be used for questions relaled to fretluency of computer use ,'I hom~
and at work, program ust$1t work. completion of information lechnology courses and
the need for informalion technology in the BN (Collaborative) Program Anal~sis will
involve descriplivc correlational statistics and CTOs.s lahulalion wilh chi - square slatistics
to compare students. faculty and adminiSlT.ilions responses
Duration of Participant Involvemenc: A conlact person at each oflhe lhre~ sites will act
as a facilitator in the distribution and collection ofSludenlS questionnaires. Queslionnaires
can be completed in appro:timately 45 minUICS. Questionnaires will be dislribulet!IO
faculty and administratton by n\lil for complelion wilhin one month. Compleled
questionnaires by faculty and adminiSlration will be returned 10 Ihe r~rcher in a ~If
addressed. postage paid envelope as provided by the researcher Your panicipalion is
voluntary and you have the right 10 withdraw from I~ study <Inytime or refuse 10 <Uls\"er
any questions
Potential Sendits to Ihe Puticipanu: There an~ no obvious benefit~ th;'lf ""'" directly
related 10 panicipation in this siudy However. Ihe knowledge gained titrough this sludy
will imprO'o;e the awareness of the need for informalion in BN
(Collaborative) Program. The results oflhe research are available if desired
Anonymity: Anonymity ofpanicipams in this siudy will be ensured through the use of
code numbers of data collected.
1. . the undersigned. heRby agree to panicipale in a
research sludy describing the need for informalion technolo~ry on a BN ( Collaborati..'e 1
Program. [understand that panicipation is entirely voluntary. The confidentialilY orall
information ...."ill be maintained and anonymity ofall panicipams in the written repon
Si~nalureofPanicip3nl
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Arter you complete the survey. ple:lSe review the ;lpplic:abiliCy of the
following items to Ihe survey.
I.Oarity
Are the directions and questions c1ear"
Are the sentences of sufficient lengfh?
Are technical tenns c1ea~
2. Wording
Are appropri.ue words:md language used throughour'>
Is [he sequencing of questions log.icaJ'l
J. Tirneframe
Is fhiny [0 fony minules <In ad~tua[e timeJ"rame w complete !he ::lIrvl;)'"
Aro~ rhere too rn;3ny quesrion.","l
Which. if any ques[ionu) would you suggest 10 omifl
You may add any commenls that you feel would add 10 the successliJl
adminislration Oflhis survey. Please ao:epl my Ihanks for your participalion in Ihis
study
Sincerely.
K.nen Kennedy
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To· Siudents of Ihe ON (Collaborative) Program
Thank you for agreeing to panicipale in Ihe re$e.uch l;ludy."A Twn "arl Stlld~' lu lkl~'ftllin~' Ill.,
Nature orand Need for Information Technology in the BN (C'ollahuralive) Prugralll in
Newfoundland and Labrador".
This survey addresses your computer use and views about information lechf1('ilo~y and ils
application to nursing. I appreciate your lime and error! ill cumpleting Ilk: (Iu,-..;j,i(,nnairc
Looking forward 10 your nluable responses,
Karen Kennedy
Survey: Siudents
Informalion Technology refers to those systems (programs plus computers) used to manage and
process information (Corcoran and Graves 1989). It includes the use of software and computer
technology specifically the use ofcomputers for word processing. literature searches, internet and the
world web access for information. the use ofinfonnation systems, email and computer assisted
instruction (tutorial, simulation. and drill and practice).
Please answer Ibe following 15 quations relaled 10 demognphio and compuler liSe.
I. Do you currently use a computer?
_Yes _No. please go to question #11.
2. How long have you used a computer?
Never _2 to 5 years
-<6 months _More than 6 years
6 months to 1 year
3. Where do you use a computer?
At home
-At school
I do not use a computer
_Other, please specilY _
4. Do you own or have access to a computer at home?
_Yes _No
5. Do you have access to a computer at school?
_Yes _No
6. How many hours per week do you use a computer at home?
ohours 5·8 hours
-0-1 hours -9 or more
2-4 hours -
7. How many hours per week do you use a computer at school?
ohours 5-8 hours
-0-1 hours -9 or more
2-4 hours -
8. In your role as a student, please./ the computer applications thal you use?
_Computer Assisted Instruction __Grnphic Presentations
_Spreadsheet/Database Data Input __ Hospital Information Systems
_Word Processing Literature Searches
_Teleconference/Distance Education Electronic Mail
q lj;ave you completed a course in informalion technolq,.'Y?
_Yes _ No. please go to question II
10 How many hours was Ihe informalion technology course?
1·5 hours 16·25 hours
6·15 hours 26--J6hoors
II. How would you rate your level ofexpertise in using a computer"
_Beginner _ Advanced
_Inlermediale _ Never used a cOlII(lUter
12 What is your age?
18-25 vears
=26.35 years
_J6-4Syears
13 Whal is your se.'(?
_Male
_ 46· ~5 years
over S~
14. Whal is your highest educational preparalion?
Grade II
-Grade 12
= Bachelor's Degree
_olhu, please specify, _
I~ Ilow many yCiuS since you cUIl:p[clcd !ligh ~dllKII'J
_Lessthan5y~ars
_6.10 years
II-IS vears
Greate·r Ihan 16 years
Aft('r reading uch of lh" 29 st::lllem('lIls s..i.!s!s llll" nlllllh('r 111:11 b('lil l".'lIIl·C'.~li('S )'lJur "it'''.
I • strongly :agree J • dU::IIgr('e
'-...:2.::.-,,'."',"'..'-- ~.:c-,::.:"",••",}tly di."llt}trrt'
I TIle usc of Infomtation Technology will lower Ihe cost
ofheahh care
The use (If Information Technology has been attributed
tn job loss in health care.
The use of Information Technology in health care
improves the quality of patient care.
4 The use of Information Technology has an importanl
role to piny in health care.
NA· lint :11'I,liC':Ihlt'
1:2 J .. NA
I 2 J " NA
12.; .. NA
1 :2 J .. NA
1 - Slrongly a&fff
2 - agn~~
J-disagrH
<I - slron&ly disagr~
NA - nol allplicahlc
5 The use oflnfonnalion Technology has improved lhe
exchange of infonnalion in heaJlh care.
6 The use oflnformation Technology in health CMe $ave~
lime
7 The use oflnfomuuion Technoloyy in health care
improves communications.
II The use of Informalion Technolo,!,.'Y in heallh care
represenls a violation ofpalienl privacy.
<' Nur~cs n~cd ttl have a rule in the designing urplilientl
hospilal information sy5lems
10 The use of Information Technology by nursing increases
nurses workloads.
11 The use oflnfomlation Technology skills improves
nursing occupational satisfaction
12 Knowledge and skill of Information Technology Ciln
assist in preparing nurses for the 21s1 ceulury
13 The use of Information Technology will depersonalize
nursing care
14 Knowledge anti ~kill orlnfonnalion Technology hy
nurses will allow more lime for palienl care
15 The use of Informuion Technology allows nurse5 an
opponunily to improve patient care.
16 The use of Information Technolob'Y by nurses takes time
aW3y from direct palient care.
17 The use of Information Technology hy nurses increases
nursing's professional status
18 Knowledge of and skill in the use of Informalion
Technology is a requirement for lifelong learning.
IQ The COSI ofimplernenting Informalion Technology in
nursing education is too expensive for nuning.
I! J 4 NA
I ! .. 4 NA
I ! .. ~ N:\
I:! .' -I NA
I 2: .~ ~ N,\
12: J 4 NA
12: J -I N,\
12: .' -I N,\
I:! .. -I NA
I:! 3 -I N,\
12: ... -I N:\
1 :2 .I -I NA
1.2 :; 4 N,\
12: .; ... NA
1• sirongly .Cree
2 ••~r'ft
J. di$JIcre~
4 - slrongl)' dualrff
NA • nol :l1)plkabl~
20_ The majorily ofstudenrs entering lhe nursing profession
ar~ computet litenle.
2I Nursing Sludents who have access 10 Infonnaliun
Technology will always have access fO current nursing
knowledge.
22 The use and knowledge of Informalion Technolob'Y by
nuniny students improves Sludenl's overall self-e!lleem
2.'- The use of Information Technology in nursing education
improves graduates marl.:etabilily for employment
24. The compuler competency of nursing students should
be evalualed clinically.
25 Studenfs graduating from the ON (Collaborative)
Program in Newfoundland and Labrador should
demonstrate competence in using: patienl information
systems.
2() Sludents gradualing frol11 rhe BN (Collilborative)
Program in Newfoundland and Labrador should be
competent with computer applicalions such as internet
searches. email and word processing
27 The ON (Collaborative) P~ogram in Ne-....foundlllnd anu
Labrador should offer a required course on Information
Technology
28 The need for implementalion oflnfonnation Technology
mUSl be addressed in Ihe BN(Collaborative ) program in
Newfoundland and Labrador.
2Q The BN (Collaborative) Program in NC\Iofoundland and
Labrador should offer an elective course on Inrannalion
Technology,
I 2 J .J NA
I 2 J 4 NA
I 2 J 4 NA
, 2 .~ 4 NA
I 2 3 4 NA
I ~ .1 -l N,\
I 2. .; .J NA
I ~ .1 .J NA
Usinc tbe followinl Kale pIu.se Ii!!!!..tbe DUalM..- that Mos. exp..-essf'S the appli<::llhili'~'of
the followinjt topics to you..-leaminc Jleeds in Ihe BN (CoI1.llbonlive) Pro~ranl in
NewfouJldland and Labrador.
I • slronlly agrN J. disaCI'"eC NA - not applicable
2-a ~ 4-slroo I disa rff
1 Word processing I 2 .1 , NA
Computer assisled instruclion 1 2 .1 4 NA
Literalure searches 1 2 .1 4 NA
Inlernet resources 1 2 .1 4 NA
Spreadsheels 1 2 J 4 NA
Flowcharts I 2 ,I 4 NA
7, Decision support I 2 .1 4 NA
Electronic communications I 2 4 NA
Expert decision making 1 2 4 NA
10 Hospilal information systems 1 2 4 NA
"
Slatislical Package 1 2 .1 4 NA
ThC' remaining two qllC'Slions arC' 0pC'lI-ended which refJllirt- "'riurll rupolI~C'~. Ylln 1Il:1~
write 011 Ihe back ofthC' JI e if nC'cC'ua •
In your opinion what are studenl$ mosl imponanl needs relaletlln the inclUl'illllllr
Information Technology in the BN(Collaboralive) Program"
Please write any comments that you feel are imponant related tlllhe illdusilll1l'f lnti.11"llHltinn
Technology in Ihe BN(Col1abonllive) Program.
--------------------
Thank you for your tin'e and iOlerul in completing this SUr'VC'Y.
AppeodiIB
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September 16,1997
Dear,
Thank you for agreeing to particip.lle in the piloting ofthl$ quantitative survey "I'
students in the 8N(Collaborntive) Program. The answers yuu provii.le to the
questions in the survey will be included in the study's collection ofdala and
subsequent analysis. Guidelines arc .:!ltached althe end or the survey to assist you
in evaluating the survey_
When you complete the survey and reedbaek, please place bolh dOCUl11cnLO; HI the
sclr·addressed envelope provided and return to the lociht,llor lryou have allY
queslFons please call me at 754-8932 or email kakenncd@nursc.nCca.
Yours very truly,
Karen Kennedy
Appeodix I
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Faculty of Education
Memorial University of Newfoundland
St. 10hn's, N~wfoundland
Cons~l.t To Participat~ In Research
(Slud~nts)
Titl~: A Two Part Study to Dd~nnin~ th~ Natllr~ of and Need for
Information T~clmolo&yin Th~ BN (Colb.bonlltiv~) Program in
Newfoundland and Labrador
Investigator: KaTen Kennedy 754 ·8932
Sup~rvisor: Dr. Georg~ Hach~ 737-7630 (Faculty of Education)
Third p~rson conlact: Dr. Linda Phillips 737·8587 (Associat~ Dean ofth~
Faculty of EduC8tion)
Purpose of Ih~ Study: To d~monstrate quantitativ~ly th~ students'. facultys' and
administrations' needs for information technology in the ON(Collaborativc)
Program. The results of this study maybe the impetus for nursing students and
educators to value the compreh~nsiv~ inclusion of information technology in the
four year BN (Collaborative) Program as essential for t~ preparation of nurses for
Ihe 21 sl century_ This study has received the appmval of the Ethics Review
Committee of the Faculty of Education.
Procedure for Information Gathering: A structured survey developed by the
researcher will be used to gather data from students, faculty and administration.
Th~ use of & survey will olTer complete anonymity. All information is confidential
Th~ survey will consist ofquestions related to demographic data.. computer use
and views about information technology and its application to nursing. Analysis
will involve descriptive correlational statistics and cross tabulation with chi -
square statistics to compare Slud~nts'. facultys' and administration~' rcspunscs
Duration of Participant Involvement: A contact person at each of the three sites
will act as a facilitator in the distribution and collection of$lud~nl surveys. Student
surveys can be completed in approltimateJy 30 minut~ and returned to th~
designated facilitator when completed. Panicipatiol1 is voluntary and panicipants
have Ihe right 10 withdraw from the study anytime or refuse to answer any of the
questions.
Potential Benefits to (be Participants: There are no obvious benefits that are
directly related to panicipation in this study. However, the knowtedge gained
through this study will improve the awareness of the need fOf" information
technology in the BN (Collaborative) Program in Newfoundland and Labrador
The results oflhe research will be available to panicipants ifdesired
Anonymity: Anonymity ofpanicipants in Ihis study will be ensured through the
use of code numbers ofdata collected.
I, , the undersigned, hereby agree 10 participate
in a research study "A Two Part Study tu Determine the Natllre orand Need for
Information Technology in 'lllC UN (CollabOll\live ) I'rugram in Ncwfuundland
and Labrador. I understand that panicipation;s entirely voluntary. The
confidentiaJity ofall information and the anonymity of all panicipanlS will be
maintained in the written rcpon
Dale Signature of')anicipallt
Tear at dolled line and give the signed ponion to the facilitator.
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3 Mahlcdon I'lace
St. John's, NF
I\IA3Y6
l)colr
I am conduclinga n...'c;c;Jrc,;h s1udy Itlr the t~"'I,."'MnrUllentlisIlilrt "rtlle fullilln"-"1l1tin;1
MWiter.o Ix"IU: in Education fRlm Memorial Universily ufNcwfimooland. The l-.JllXISC
of this quantitati\.'\: Jltudy is to assess the n.:alli... inrfumalion Icchnoh,GY ill IhI.: UN
(Collaborative) I'mgnm. I have itk.-nIHicd that the lillie and 1.."1,"tl.."111 alloucd 10
infurm.nion 11.'Chnotogy in unOCl'};r.tduOIC nursingwKxll curricula may notlkk.'lililtdy
prepare gradu:Jle nurses mth lhe to.-chnological knuwlcdgc and !'Lilt n.'quirl,.-d III SUPIXtfl
nursing in the 21~ century. 'n-e population for this MUliy will inchNk administrntiull.
facully and stuJcnl'l atthc three siles ufthe UN (Collabu......livcl I'mboram in
Ncwfuundland and Labrador.This ~rch hlt... hccn arrnwcd hy the Ethics Ik-vic,""
Cornmitlcc ufthe Focully of Educalion.
In this 4uantilalivc study a structured (JUcsl.io",l.,if(· h.1."lll;en (k.-vdur~.x1 tlll\lldr~.. III('
lullowing rl;..'1earch question. What is the relationship bchvl..'\.'n nursing studen!"s 1"-"'-..1 alltl
locully's and admini!>tratiun· ... m..-cd ftlr inl(mnalinll t....dlll"lngy in the HN (('ulluhnf(llivc)
I'mgr.:un ill Newli.KJndland lind 1,1.Ihr:Wur? '111C usc lira 411~i(lnllairewill oncr c,;tMllplcte
i:munymity and all information is eUllridcntial. I'articlpntiun is volunwl')' mKl paflicil':.IlIIS
nlaY withdrnw at anytime HI' rcru~ tn answer any qu...."Itiull if they S.I dK.tlsc.AI'I:Ilysi" will
i""tJlve tk.-scriplivc currclaliunal slatislic,;~and euOlls lahulalitMI with 1,;lIi - s.lumc slatislk:!(
10 eompare Mudenls'. facultys' a.Kl adminislrntilKlS' rcsfxlII~.lJatc li.lrl.!:llill'ulkClitHI
will be the rail of 1~7.
1\ conlal,.1 ~r"Stln al each ofthl.: Ihn.:c sil(,."S. will ad as iJ lilcilitalur in thcdiJllrifltlliulI
and ccllcction ufstuocnt tllJ.:Sliunnail'Cl. Student lfta:stiunnaircs call he cumpk:tcd
in approximaldy 45 m;nuICJI. (Jul."Stiullllaircs will be di!'trihulcd 10 lilC.:ulty by nlailli-tr
complcliun within one monlh. CtHllpleted qucstitmnairl.."!i. will he reluml..'d to Ihe
rc:!'oean:her in a selfaddressed. rxlJllage paid envclorc lL" rnwitlcd loy the rc~mdlCr.
Rcsu/ls of tile r~careh will he :Iwlilllhic if desired.
I <lm requesting your suppor1 in writing lOr t~ purticipa!iufI or adlllinisimlitlll. lacully
and students at your sile in the gaillering oflhiJl d;:ltn. I:ndnsed arc 1"11 CUlIscnl li'Ims
IiII' you to sign alld rclum irytlu are in t1lY'I.."CITlcnl. If ~'tIU hi:l\'C an:r q'1A.'Sli"ml Uf ""i!'h Itl
cJiJICuss further the nalure (If lhe ~utJy. please etml:tcl me a1154 • &1J32 or cn..,il
kaL:nncd€~ursc_n(caor Ill)' thesiJl supervisor. Or.! ;C(lfb'C Ilache at 737-16311 Of email
g.h;ac1•.:@lllatll.ucs.mun.caor Dr Lin"b Ilflillips (A:c.o;ociah.: l>c:rn ofthc Faculty of
Education) at 737·&587 ifyuu need any further inliwmaliun:ntank Y"U roc yuur
considcmlion urthis rc:qaa:st.
Sincerely.
Karen Kcnncuy
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--"'f-'!aI~""''--'''''''~~-- hereby give permission for f.1cully alld
Ilaborative) Program at the Centre lOr Nursing ~fIIrljes
10 p'1rticipalc in ~A Two Pan Study to Determine the Nature of Need for Infnrmal;""
Ta::hnology in I~ BN (Collaborative) Program in Newfoundland and Labrador"" I am
<'I.ware that participation is voluntary All information is siriclly confide",ial alld the
anonymily of the (02cultyJadminislration will be mainlaina:!
Director
o . l"'" /;..~ (i J-/." a.d.Y>U.~\' -tr.'~I)
I. j'lwl", 11. [.M",~ hereby give permission for flleull,! and
administration wi'hin the BN ( Collaboralive ) Program at Weslcm Rcg.iomd Sehoul ur
Nursing: to pat'licipatc in ~A Two Pan 51udy to Detemline the Nalurc('Ifand Need for
Information Technology in the BN (Collaborativel Program in Newfoundland anJ
Labrador" I am aware thaI panicipalion is voluntary .4.11 information is siricil'!
confidenlial and the IllOnymity of the faculty/adminislriillion will be mainlaincd
Date Director
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~Memorial
~ University of NewfoundL:tnd
xhool01 Nurs;ng
July 14, 1997
Colle1:D House &: Karen Kennedy
50 Empire Avenue
St.John's, NF
AICJE6
Dear Colleen &: Karen:
l am writing in response to your July ~ letter rqarded your thesis ruearcb and my
subsequent telephone conversation with Colleen. As r m~tioned by phone. you do not need my
permission to approach faculty/administration regarding your research and their consent is all you
require. Personally, I would be willing to participate.
Enclosed is the signed form giving permission to you to approach second year students in
Ute BN (Collaborative) Program. I understand that you will seek their consent and I would
suggest that you contact Professor Marge Hackett, Associate Director, Undergraduate Programs.
regarding a suitable time to make the approach.
Best wishes with your research.
Sincerely,
Marianne Lamb R.N.• Ph.D.
Director
Enclosure
e: Prof. Marge Hackett
if. Iohn So Sf. c..n...cb .\IB .lV,. Tel. ,7'lN'I ~7.....,Q5. Fuo ,;'flOI '7.;"l\J~. r.:o: OI ...~IOI
Appe.adixM
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3 Mabledon Place
St. John's. NF
August 15,1997
Dear.
As partial fulfillment of the requirement for a Ma:'>lcrs of Education, I am 5C'Cking filII-lime
faeully who M-...e worked in the UN( Collaboralive) I'rug.ram in the 19<)6_19(" academic
year to participate in a research study. A consenl fuml to participate is allached with
details regarding the study. Data collection will begin in September 1997
If you agree to participate, please sign and return the consent form 10 my mailbox in lhe
envelope provided. If you have any questions or wish to discuss the study. please call me
at 7J7-J693(w) or 754-8932 or email kd.enned@nursen(ca.
Sincerely.
Karen Kennedy. RN BN
3 Mabledon Place
St. John's, NF
August 15,1991
Oev.
As partial fulfillment of the requirement for a Masters of Education. I am ~king full-time
administration who have worked in the BN( Collaborative) ,Jrogram in the IQ96-IQ91
academic year to participate in a research study. A consent form to participate is attached
with details regarding the study. Data collection will begin in September 1991
I(you agree to participate. please sign and return the consent form to my mailbox in the
envelope provided. If you have any questions or wish to discuss the study. please call Ole
at 137-3693(w) or 154·8932 or email kakenned@nurse.nr.ca.
Sincerely,
Karen Kennedy, RN BN.
AppeQdixN
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To Adminis;:r,1tion lI.lld Faculty,
Thank you tor agreeing to par:icipate in the research study, "A T.....o Pm Study to Determine the
:-.rature of and Need for Infonnation Technology in the BN (Collaborative) Program in
Newfoundland and Labrador"
This survey addresses your computer use and views about information technology and its
application to nursing, I appreciate your time and etfoft in completing the questionnaire \Vben
you complete the SUl"'<'ey, please place it in the envelope provided and place it in my mailbox at ,he
housemother's desk. I would appreciate your completed survey by Friday. October Z4,l997
Looking fOl"lNard to your valuable responses,
Karen Kennedy
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-5L.1-L=""''''-'.l.l..ob¥ h«eby give permission li'f second year
ralive) Program .11 the Centre for Nursing SlUdir.s Il'
participate in -A Two Pan Study 10 Determine Ihe N;tlure uf Need fur Inli'flll:lIi, "
Ttthnology in the BN (Collabor;uive) Program in Newfoundland and Labrador" I am
JWare thai participation is voluntary AJI information is strictly conlidenli,d and the
anonymity of lhe students will be maintained.
Director
heTeby give permission for secund year
students within rhe BN ( Collaborative) Program at Memorial University Sl:hool of
Nursing 10 panicipale in .. A Two Pan Study to Determine the Nawre of Need fUf
Information Tcchno[o.\lY in the BN (Collaborative) Program in Newfoundland and
Ltbradll{' I am aware that panidpation is volunrary All information is slriclly
confidential and the anonymity of the students will be maintained
JI.'=4-., ,.., IC;-=t
Dale Director
l jJ iJ. (CN1 6<1"'--4- c1. I-L a..,I",...... -f7" ..,
l. .:Ixvi, /1 4<f:{..Vf..5,> hereby give pennissionq.or se<:ond year
students within Ihe BN ( Collaborative) Program at Western Regional School of Nursing
(0 panicipale in "A Two Pan Sludy 10 [n:lerrnine the Nlilure of and Need lor Int~)rll1"lltln
Technology in the BN (Collabontive) Program in Newfoundland and Labrador" I am
aware lhat participation is voluntary All information is striclly confidenlial Inti rhe
anonymity of the students will be maintained.
Date Director
Appeadi:s:P
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Guidelines For F:tcilitalor
I Beo~in session by reading wlnrroduction of Research to SludentS"laffach~) Il'
the second yar BN (Collaborative) Proyram S1udents.
2 NOle rhe 10tal number of possible student participants ar this lime
:> Distribute "Consent To Participate In Research" form to swdellls who are
interested in participatin~. Allow time for students. to read the consent form
<I Aft~ you have callceled the signed consents lhe survey Citn be given 10
participants to complete.
S The survey will take approximalely 25-30 minules ro complcle The t;l<.:ilitatt"
remains in Ihe room to accept all the completed surveys.
6 Please place si!;ned consent forms and completed surv~ in lhe h,r~e en....elupe
pro...ided. Any unused consents and sunreys should also be placced in Ihis envelope
Thank you so much for agreeing 10 be a facilitator. If you h.we any qlle~mon:,
please call me at 75<1-8932 or email kakenned@nursenf.ca
AppeadixQ
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InlroduClioll or R6earth to Sludcnts
This reseacch is beinJ:; conducted by a nurse educator in the BN{Collaborarivel
Pro!y"am as pan or I~ lhe$is component required for a Master Oe<,,;~ in
Education.
The name of the study is -A Two Pan Siudy to Delermine Ihe Nature orand
N~ for Infonnalion T«hnolo~ry in rhe BN(CoUaborarivel PrO'~ram in
Newfoundland and Labradorh
The survey addresses your .:ompulcr use and views about information
lechnology and its application 10 nursing. It will lake approximately 25-30
minules to complete.Surveys are being conducted wilh students, taculty and
administralion allhe Ihree sites oflhe BN(Coliaboralive) Program in
Newfoundland and Labrador
Patlicipalion is voluntary and you may wilhdraw at anytime.
.-\nonymity will be maintained.
If you wish to participale please sign the .:onsem and relum Ihe signed portion
to lhefacilitator.
The facililator will then gi~ you I survey 10 complele. Please relum (he
.:omplo:ted survey (0 tbe facilitator berore you leave.
AppeodixR
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Faculty and Administration
Question#1
"I" your opinion what are students most important needs related 10 the inclusion of
Information Technology in the ON (Collaborative) Program?
003 • Studenls should fed comfortable with the technology. understand the benefilJ for
today and for lhe future· life.long learning. To be a professional today these skills are
essetllial.
n04 - Information access., CAL, word processing skiUs to aid progression through
program. PIS.
005· Students need to be able to access the latest information 0fI any topic. whether that
be via literature search. internet etc. They need a good knowledge of HIS. Students need
word processing skills in thcir daily student lives to meet course requirements -
assigmncllls. elc.
006 • I'ISI Literature and inlcOlet searches/legal, ethical issue.s related Ii IT, especially
PIS
007 - Ilow to access information. How to evaluate the worth of information received via
the internet.
008 - Word processing, HIS and literature searches.
009· To provide an environment for learning using and applying IT that enhances their
learning of required courses.
010 • Awareness ofilS usefulness and capabilities. Performing literature searches and
acc.es.sing the internet.
012 . Orientation to computers and standard programs if needed. practice ( self-directed)
01 j . Use of HIS. ability to conduct literature searches and word processing.
014· Word processlng, literature searches and iOlernet.
016· Sludents need to have access to and skills to use CAl. Internet and Email
throughout Ihe program.
017· Knowledge of internet resources
018 • flrolessional • how client care documentation QI and workload index can be
iOlegraled.
OJ <) - Need to 1~e1 comlortalJlc with literature searches, email, internel searches. Upon
completion ofBN course students should feel competent in PIS.
020 - no comment
02 J - word processing, use of internet, HIS, CAl and how to do literature searches.
Faculty and Adminislration
Question #2
In your opinion what are faculty'sf administration most imponanl needs related to the
inclusion of IT in the BN (Collaborative) Program?
003 - We need to have the latest infonnation on so many topics. today texts. journalsdc
are outdated before or not available. In an age where speed. competency. professionalism
elC are hallmarks of how we perfonn and how we are judged, these competencies are
essential
004 - Networked record system. skills for information access and creation ofleaming
resources Enhanced means of communication between panner sites
005 _ Word processing. literature searches, HIS, email, CAL, CAl. internet access
006 - CAl and how to choose quality programs. Spreadsheets for grade computation
Prolessional presenlations.
007 - !-low to access information. How to evaluate the worth of information accessed via
the internet and Database' spreadsheet for record keeping.
008 - Professional development
009 - Current software and access to experts for use in an effective way.
DID-CAL
012 • ClientJ patient info systems and healthJ nursing informatics.
013 - Consistent illlegration ofopponunities to develop nee~s identified in HIS. literature
search~ and word processing throughout tht: program.
014 - I assume that faculty given that they are Master's rrepared know how to use IT for
word processing, literature searches and use of statistical packages. Therelore the most
important needs (0 be met are internet, distance education. CAl - designing courses
cOlltentl materials and HIS
016 - CAl, internet and email.
OI7-CAI
(lIS - I'crsonal - word processing CAl internet and library searches
019 - Accessing information through internet searches
Literature searches on medline. cinahl, health plan etc.
lhe of computer equipment in classes /labs.
020 - no comment
021 - Use of internet, literature searches, email, CAl statistical packages, HIS and
spreadsheet and budgets
Faculty and Administration
Question #)
Please write any comments Ihal you feel are imporlam relaled to the inclusion of IT in Ihe
BN (Collaborative) program
00) - Increase resources, financial and human to ensure these competencies are
encouraged
004 - A course developed as an elective for students would be greal.
005 - It is first important 10 assess student learning needs! level of competency related to
IT because Ihey are likely al dill'erenllevels Having an elective course available would be
bcneficiul
006 - IT should be a curriculum thread rather than a single course Leveling of content
and application and discussion relaled to clinical practice can be fostered
007 - Must fully evaluate IT at scltoollevelto detennine our future needs If sufficient in
terms ofaccessing information ,word processing etc then may want to consider
ollering these in summer prior to entering program for those wishing to upgrade etc
008 - no comment
9- -If students are not exposed or expected to use the technology Ihey may lose the
opportunity to observe the benefits thut would be open 10 them
010 - It should be threaded throughout the program on an ongoing basis.
012 - Ethical aspects of systems U. Most info technology needs ofstudents can be met
through brief orientation taught by non -nursing faculty Some inclusion ofsystem in
heahh care in nursing courses
013 - no comment
014 - no comment
016 - I sense that this questiollnaire doesn't reflect what progress has already been made
with the current inclusion of IT in our UN collaborative program,
017 - Should be compulsory
018 - Sharing among sites of facilities and ideas
019 - no comment
020 - 110 comment
021 • intergrate throughout (he program after being given a solid base (orientation labs).
Ma.lce it a natural part ofthe program.
Appe.adixS
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Quescionnaire • Students
Question 1#1
001 - They need proper instruction as to how the IT can be properly utilized
002 - no comment
00] • Increase computer knowledge through general computer courses before attempting
any advanced techniques or skills on the computer.
004 • no comment
005 - In my opinion information about hospital information systems, flowcharts and
literature searches would be the most beneficial to nursing students.
006 - no comment
007 - The most important needs rdated to inclusion of IT is having the: knowledge to use
computers and various IT that is appropriate for nurses. Instruction.
008· Students need to underStand conccpu of how to use computer programs RIT
nursing. They need to be tcst~ to make sure the learning process has tool.: the right
dir~tion.
009 - In this course there is a lot of reports that have 10 be done and journal articles
obtained. So informalion on how to use a computer is essential. Especially Literature
searches.
010 • no comment
011 - Students should be computer literate and have some knowledge of what information
lechnology is.
012 - no comment
013 - Students most important needs are being able to learn how to work with computers
to do up Ilowcharts, find research anicles and etc imp things nurses ned to know for the
nursing practice
014· Literature searched and resources for gaining into related to aJrrent nursing practice
and needed for own research. Eltperience and practice with those computer softwarcs etc
used in hospitals which will givt: students knowledge and practice before graduation and
fineting employment.
015 - Students need to be computer literate.
016· Students in the BN program shouW be comfortable with how to use computers-
Inflmnation technology as a course give us this comfon level especially for those not
experienced with computers.
017· Students need more help and teaching alx>ut tha computer programs offered today.
018 • Word processing, hospital information systems and literature searches is what we
uSt: constantly.
OIl) - Nursing Assistant progrilllts it:. About nutrition.. Internet and email. Hospilal
information systems.
020 - To understand and process the information and knowledge necessary to use a
C(lOlruler to its maximum flOtcntial
021 - Tu hav\: the necessary uaekground in infonnation technology so thai one who
graduates can go anywhere to work and have the basic understanding of how to use the
cumputer.
U22 • Hospital information systems (assuming lhat this is computerized chaning).
023 - no comment
024 - I feel information systems and word processing are very importanl to the BN
student. Many aspects of the program require the use of such programs.
025 - It is important for BN students to be computer literate for whatever the future holds
in nursing.
026 • The inclusion of IT in the ON program will mean that if we do come across a job
which involves the use ofcomputers in health care we will be prepared.
027 - no comment
028 • Students need info on chaning in computer systems as well as lab requ6ts and
reports and medtcalions of patients in clinical area.
029 . To be familiar with some of the different lhings on the computer in relalion to our
work.
030 - To be competent in the use of IT
0) I - Word processing and literature searches
032· no comment
OJJ • Students muS/. be aware of the dilTerent progrDTlS available on the computer [0 assist
them with school work or personal development.
034 - Word pmcessinHo literature searches. internet resources are important fOl'" students.
035· Learning how to do literature searches will help in finding info about and improving
patient care.
OJ6 - All I know is thaI it should be taken into consideration that not all BN students are
computer literate. And that computers may need to be introduced tram the basics for some
students.
0]7 • They need to become more fam. with the computer and its programs.
OJ8 - Students need knowledge on how to use word processing. spreadsheets. literature
searches and internet resources. This will enable students to achieve a highe. level of
performance when writing papers,etc.
039 - no comment
040 - no comment
041 - no comment
042 - SlUdents should be given the opronunity to develop a greater use and understanding
ur computers ie. With training sessions and availability of software packages.
043 - Word processing and basic computer skills to stan with and then a gradual building
of knowledge of more advanced skills which should be updated every so often as new
sonwilre packages and programs become available.
044· Students need to fully undersland how to use a computer and be able 10 gain access
to any infonnalion they need, especially for patient care.
045 - Proper skills and techniques for hospital info. Systems. literature searches, finding
internet resources, communications (email) with colleagues and olhers
046 - I don't think it is necessary.
047· Communications, literalure searches and computer assisted ins[OIction (ie. Case
studies)
048· Knowledge base if Info Technology implement access to research will be achievable.
Right now research is taking a lot or time because articles are not available in liraries.
049 - no comment
050 • no comment
OS I • Many students enter university with. very limited knowledge of the computer
systenl. There needs to be a buill computer infonnation course given in first year on the
uses oflhe computer.
OS2 • Most imponanll1eeds are knuwing how to usc the computer and different programs.
OS3 - More availability anda~ to information access to learning how to use and
understand computers.
054 - Students need to learn how 10 use a computer. Many students haven't been exposed
10 computers before coming to nursing. Also.u future healthc.ate workers, we need to
become familiar with the systems that are used in the hospitals.
OSS - no comment
OS6 • People need to stop being afraid of the compUler. If we had a course on how to use
the compwcr it would help tip both profellsionally and acadcmically.
OS7 - Basic computer training skills. My knowledge is very limited not having a chance to
use a computer much. I feel that at this point very basic skills are needed much.
OS8 • I think there is. great need for the BN (Collaborative) program student to be
exposed to information technolob'Y as ill whole because to be becoming a very big pan of
nurses careers.
059 - Infonnation lechnology will improve students skills and prepare them for use of
computers in the clinical setting.
060 - Courses on Information technolob'Y should be offered at the beginner's level
061 - Literature searches (inc. internet) and the ability to determine rdiable data from
unreliable.
062 • The moSt imponant need is for literature searches, like when anicles are found they
should be available.
063 • How to use the internet and access information from it. How to use the various
"Windows"programs and what they are used for
064 - The students most imponant needs related to the inclusion of IT in the BN Program
is basic knowledge and skills to be able to use a computer to their advantage.
06S - It is imponant for us to be shown how 10 use systems that will be needed to funher
success.ie. patient info, internet, searches,etc.
066 - no comment
067 - To be competent in using computers.
068 - An information technology course should be a requirement ofthe program if we are
expected to have experience in this area post graduation.
069 - Just a intra course to know how tn turn on a computer, do email and a search.
070- To use the hospilal systems correctly .nd efficienlly 10 carry out the best possible
Ilursingcare.
071 • no comments
on . How to use the hospital computer 10 document skills.
073 • Nursing students need to be more knowledgeable regarding the use of
wordproccssing and hospital information systems. No clinical time and cxlremely little lab
time «3 hrs in 1st year) is dedicated to using computers for care plan purposes.
074 - no comment
07S - UnderSianding the current hospital databases and having lhe ability to suggest
improvemems on them.
076 _ Wordprocessing skills for scholarly papers and hospital informalion systems.
077 - no comment
078 - no comment
079 _ Aowchans abd hospital - specific chaning programs.
0110 - no comment
081 - no comment
082 _ The flow chan system that some hospital use is by the computer.
083 - No amttU where you work you should know the basics of computers and what it
docs.
084 - no comment
085 • Knowledge on the use of computers
086 - Availability ofresources
OlH - no comment
088 - Most important need is just to inth:rstand the basics of Info. Tech. that re.alte 10
what nurses will need to know inlhe future.
OK9 .Programs that are like programs used in hospitals that we can practice on.
090 - Using the internet tilr finding pertinent info.• word processing lor papers, literature
scardleS for wntinuing professional dl.'Vdopment
091 - Word processing. internet use and hospital information system
092 _ no comment
093 -internet. word proceslting and patient information systems
094 - Need to learn about hospita.llnformation systems so we can document patient care
precisely and correctly
095 - no comment
096 - no comment
091 - I think that we need to be abl~ to record palienlS info and tests and we also need
Info Tech. to keep up on new things that are occuring in the health care
098 - Ability to function at an acceptable level when required to use a computer program
as well as overall ability to use and search for information that is available electronically.
099 • Unfortunately most students that I know are computer illiterate. More emphasis
nneds to be placed on computer education to move nurses into the 21st century.
100 - Because we have 10 complete research papers and have to keep up to date with
health care issues I think it is necessary
101 - Knowing how to use it, doing a course in it and being competent with it and also
having computers available to use alaI.
102 - Need to know more about Internet and word processing uses. Most students are
only used to email and very little else.
103 - Word processing for assignments and reports. Computet' assisted instruction for labs
and tutorials.
104 - Competency is using the different technology information programs.
105 - Every student should be given the opportunity to become computer literate
106 - To have access 10 modem and up to date information
101 • Paper writing and literature searches
108 - no comment
109 - Education is kept updated. And access to infonnation is important through the
computer
110· Most imp. need is instruction of the use ofIT in the BN program. A lot of students
are not very familiar with compulers ,a beginners course should be implemented.
III • Learning the appropriale skills to use computers.
112· To allow for the more up to date information.
I J) - no comment
114· no cemmenJ:
II S • no comment
116 -no comment
117 - The mosl imponant needs related to the inclusion of information technology in the
BN program are being able to use the computer and knowing the basic of what you are
doing.
118 - no comment
I 19 - Students most imponant needs are for literature searches when doing research
papers. And instruction on how to use patient /hospital information systems.
120 • I fcelthat an elective or inlo session on Information Technology should be olTered.
Nursing care today is advancing to IVcater usage of computers and it is imponant that
nursing students gain experience in info. Tech.
121 - I think that literature searchc::l and other important information related to research is
very important for the future nurses in the BN program. It is essentiallhat we as students
are provided with the most ament and updaled knowledge, to help and benefit our clients
care.
122 - Literature searches
Questionnaire - Students
Question #2
001 -It would bean asset as we move toward the millenium whencomputer5 are going to
be an even more inlegal part of our lives in both our private and professiona.llives. 002
- no comment
003 _ Should be offered as an e1eclive course in Ihe ON program
004 _ I feel as a nursing sludent staning a new program in this day and age that computers
definitely should have been a pan ofour curriculum. I have very basic knowledge about
computers and the various programs and would have loved to complete a course to
broaden my knowfedge. Now I fed that I will graduate in three years juSt as tittle
knowledge as when I first came.
005 - I f~el the inclusion of IT would be efficient for nurses, beneficial for information
retrieval for all hospital staffand beneficial 10 patienlS by increasing time nurses have to
spend with them.
U06 - no comment
007 - no comment
008 - It should be a required course.
009 _ Irthe Information Technology program is going to be included in the program it
should be done in the first semester of the program. I knew how to use a computer but for
someone who didn't it will definitely relieve a lot ofSiress iflhcy knew how.
I u_ nu comment
oII -no comment
012 - no comment
013 - no comment
014 - I believe that the majority of nursing studenlS do not have basic computer skills
necessary and required for employment, future educational experience. Info Tech can only
he tlf future benefit for nursing students lind should ~ mandatory in nun-ing training.
015 - '111l: workforce is moving ahead if nurses as working professionals are to keep up to
pur they must keep pace with trends in the workforce
016 - I strongly feel that there should Ix: an elective lnfu Technology course in our
program. Ifit was more mandatory I don't think that a lot of people would agree with it.
Uut we do need this knowledge.
1117 - Sludents need more teachillg about computers bt:fore Ihey are required 10 do any
type of assignment or program.
018 • no comment
019 - It should be required by nursing schools because in years to come, Information
Techoolob"Y in hospitals nught be the only way to chan, etc patient care.
H20. Uti comment
1121 - Wilh the way h.."Chnology is hc.lded we need to know about computers in order to do
adequate care in the 21" century.
022 - I don't ti:elthat it should bt: a distinct course abd it shouldjuSf be incorporated into
prc:e.xisting courses.
023 - no comment
024 - I feel all well rounded prolemonals should be knowledgeable in IT in order to
remain competitive and k.nowledgeable in the world market.
025 - If information tcchnol0I.'Y is iOlroduced. into the N program it must stan off at a
beginners level.
026 - Wide base of knowledge.
027 - no;) comment
028 • Information Technology is pan of the ament and future nursing profession.
Literacy in IT wiU increase self confidence and knowledge in the clinical area.
029 - no comment
030 - no comment
03 I - I think it is an excellent idea because many students do not know how to even tum
the compUler on.
032 - no comment
033 - no comment
034 - no comment
035 - Increasing technology will evclIluaily have many lhings computerized therefore ot is
essential for nurses to have computer knowledge.
036 - no comment
037 - There are many people (nurses) who are working and afraid of the computer. I feel
we should be ram. with its use . It is the FlITURE!
038 - no comment
039 - no comment
040 - no comment
04 I • no comment
042 • It should have been done the first year of this program! (Fall (996) as an elective
course.
043 - Should be pan of the curriculum to be taken early in the program. However, as of
now a hUBC computer shonage lit the Centre would render this task impossible.
044 • no comment.
045 • no comment
046· I think that it is up to the student ifhelshe wants to learn but I don't think its
necessary.
047 - Information technology will be an important pan of tile future. As future nurses for
this province we will need to be prepared for the future.
04H • I bdievc thar adding this to ON program should be very wonhwhile we need to
better adapt to the next century and computer technology now seems to be the key to
success and what society is aiming towards I believe that nurses playa major role in
society.
049 - no comment
050 • I feel a course should be oftered during the first semester of nursing school. Many
people are not computer literate and would like co be. as it is otien confilsing when trying
til wflle papers.
05 I • I don't thi.nk there needs to be: required course to be graded but there does need to
be a course oftered so that ~ can become computer literate in the use of the computer.
052 - nil CUlnmcnl.
OS3 _ Informalion Technology $houltJ nol be the major impottance in the BN program.
054 - I think ilS imponant to indude Information technology in !he BN program. bul At
lhe same lime lhe importance of personalized care shook! also be equally stressed.
OS5 - no comment
056 • If an IT course was done in first year we would be more equipped 10 do research
papers wilh cornptllers. It WOlIld seem less scary enlering a hospital lhal may use
compulers if we learned the basics ofcompt.llers use.
OS7 • I feel Information Technology will greal1y improve Health care and easily accC:5sing
pt. info. And allowing more time on patient care.
058 • I think the inclusion ortnfonnation lechllO~gy in the BN (Collaborative) Program
needs to take pride in the first year of the prOgram and be Slressed throughout Ihe entire
lour years.
059 - Informalion tcchnology will help students who are computer illiterate become
comfonable with using the computer when doing research. 11Jis will help the studenls save
time from doing their research manually. IT will also improve the skills oflhose who use
the computer on a regular basis.
060 • 110 comment.
061 • The number of papers! assignments as well as research anicles necessary for Ihis
program muSt be taken into consideration. I feel this program is necessary.
062· It should not be too time consuming due to lack of time to perfonn or complete
various lasks now. and easy 10 learn for beginners.
063 • The BN program should include computer courses which could be optional since
not everyone is computer literate and society is heading more lowards the use of
computers these days.
064 • IT in the BN program is the way to So because that is where the future is heading.
065 - These should be included in our program for there are people who do not know how
to use a computer.
066 • no comment
067 • Should be a required course in the program.
068 • If it is going to be an imponam faclor in future job opportunuties it should be
implemented into the program.
069· Cost, time and basics not graded past 50"...'?'n ....
070 - Extra course added to the workload. Will this mean another less important one will
be dropped tram the list of requirements?
071 • no comments
072 - I think thai a computer course should be optional only if the studenl feels he/she
needs iI, some slutlentS are quite good al computers
on - Illlilmlalion technology is imponant in any progamlFor nurses, the benefits are
having extra resources, knowledge to function at work ( many hospitals are using
computer database now) and general UPlklrtunulies for learning in life. The internet
alllilzcsmccvcrydllY!
074 - no comment
07S - no comment
076 • no comment
077 - no comment
018 • no comment
019 • no comment
080 • no comment
08 J - no comment
082· Technrnogy is and willtlke away from the quality ofnursig care. II is
dehumanizing.
083 • I think that IT should be pan of the program - maybe not a whole course, but it
should be more focused.
084 • no comment
085 -no commenl
086 - no commenl
OK1 - no comment
088 • no comment
089 • no comment
090 - no comment
091 - no comment
092 -no comment
093 - Get some soon!
094- I leel il is necessat)' to learn about infarnation technology so we are prepared to use
it in hospitals in the future:.
095 - no comment
096 • no comment
091 - no comment
098 -110 comment
099 - I would most ce:nainly be: al a disadvantage if I didn't know as much aboul
computers as I do.
100 • no comment
101 - This Info Tech will be very beneficial. its imponant to health care professionals. It
will or should increase the knowledge ofSJudents, etc.
102· Would like more compulerlabs and teaching on medical searches.
103 - IT should nOt be a prerequisite for the BN program. (fit is going 10 be included by
nurses it should be: offered during the program. Students wishing to enter nursing should
not be judged on their computer skiUs.
104 - no comment
105· no comment
[06 - no comment
101 • no comment
108 - no comment
109 • I completed I computer course while altending high school. However, when I came
into nursing J had to relearn everything. I get a great satisfaction OUt of using a computer
and would love 10 complete an information tech. course.
100 - I think overall that it is a good idea, it will help keep us up to date on the most imp.
nursing strategies. As well as with the rest ofCanada and the US
III • There should be: a elective course on Info Technology.
112 - Use ofcomputers are v;tal in the 21" century and should be implemenled into the
BN program.
II) - no comment
114 - Opponunities to learn and advance OJrrent skills.
II S -no comment
116 - no comment
111 - no comment
118 • I reel that by including Inronnation Tech. in the BN progrDIl. it will give nursing
students time 10 pnMde the most appropriate care and 10 become comput~ literate.
119 • no comment
120 - no comment
121 - no comment
122 _ no comment




